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NTA it 1 a MEW MEXIGA
NO. 238SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1912.
DROP BY DROP!
Now Arrange to Make a Delicate Ch;mical DemonstraticiMMMARAS SERVIANS MAY DECLINE
TO MAKE CONCESSIONS
AND CAUSE TROUBLE
TO KILL GIRL WHO
KNEW TOO MUCH
MISS DYE WHO HAD BEEN STENOGRAPHER IN HEADQUARTERS WAS TO BE
MADE VICTIM IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING BLOWING UP OF THE LOS
ANGELES TIMES BUT DYNAMITERS WEAKENED.
PURCHASE OF ALARM CLOCKS WAS
TOO SUSPICIOUS FOR DETECTIVES
WHILE TEMPORARY ARMISTICE HAS BEEN MADE A SETTLEMENT OF DIS-
PUTES AS TO DIVISION OF SPOILS OF WAR MAY CAUSE OTHER
NATIONS TO BE DRAWN INTO CONFLICT
MINISTER ACCUSED OF
FROM
j London, Nov. 16. The situation as
regards the dispute of Servia and
Austria over the former's demand for
an Adriatic seaport is again consid-- !
sred very serious. There is reason
to believe, say Belgrade dispatches,
that the Servian government will not
Bubmit a satisfactory reply to the
Austrian representations on the sub-jjec-
though it has not positively re- -
jected them.
More ill feeling between the na-- j into Constantinople. It is believed
tions became evident today when Bulgaria will not object to Turkey re- -
the Servian minister presented to the taining Constantinople and the Dar-- !
Vienna government an official com- - dandles. King Ferdinand of Bulgaria
plaint that the Austrian consul at
Priirend fired from the top of hisj
house at Servian troops when they
captured the town.
It is believed in Vienna that the
consul was defending some Alban-
ians, a number of whom are alleged
to have been shot by the Servians
for concealing arms and abusing Ser-
vian soldiers.
Constantinople, Nov. 16. The bulk
Professor Wilson Will
HE WAS SHOT
BY BOYHOOD
ENEMY
(jjJ ENGENDERED IN SCHOOL DAYS
IC PIDDim VCD IM AMfl VFAD!
IV VnillllbV IU1I1 111 mi
OUT CULMINATING IN CRIME
DENVER MAN IS
VICTIM GF FATE
Denver, Colo., Nov. 16. M. A. Root
member of a Denver tobacco firm,
was shot and seriously wounded ear- -
ly today at his home here by a man
whom he says he recognized as a
boyhood enemy at Ripon, Wis. TneiTh
bullet passed through the body just
below the heart. Root was taken to
the county hospital and at noon it
was said there was a chance for his
recovery.
According to Root's story, he was
awakened about 1:45 o'clock by a
noise in his bedroom and looked into
the revolver in the hands of a man
standing at the foot of his bed. Root
said he grappled with the intruder
of public opinion is beginning to rally detachments of Greek and Cretan
!to the view taken by responsible military police. He immediately re-- j
statesmen and it is generally hoped established order,
that the best possible conditions of P.ands of Mussulman Albanians from
peace will be secured. It is recog-- 1 the district of upper Albania continue
nized that practically all European to pillage and commit outrages in
Turkey is lost, so much so that the northern Epirus and the district ot
banks and the council of the Otto-- 1 Adgyrocasiro, which was inhabited
Indianapolis, lnd., Nov. 1G. Jewelry
store employes testified at the "dy-- j
uamite conspiracy" trial today that
alarm clocks used by the McNamara
brothers and Ortie E. McManigal in
thQ m.nnfri.-.tiir- p of bombs, were nur--i
chased in such quantities as to arouse
suspicion. McManigal had confessed j
that when he bought clocks he pre- -
tended he gave them to farmers.
How the dynamiter bought twelve j
small clocks at Pittsburg, in July 1910,
alter he had blown up a job at McKees
Rocks, was described by Miss Mar-
garet Burns. She Baid when she sold
the cloekB to McManigal she asked
him what he was going to do with so
many and he replied they were for
friends In the country. Miss Anna El-
liott testified McManigal bought at an
Indianapolis jewelry store all the
alarm clocks in stock.
According to McManigal. J. J. Mc-
Namara, secretary of the Iron Work-
ers union, used to keep a stock of
clocks locked in a vault in his office.
The clocks were fitted to bombs so
that when the alarms went off at a pre-
arranged time the handles of the wind-
ers connected up a battery and caused
the explosions. The similarity of a
clock which McManigal lost at Peoria
and another clock found at Los Ange-
les was one of the clues that put the
detectives on the dynamiter's trail.
Half a dozen residents of Muncie,
lnd., testified concerning a vacant
house at Muncie in which McManigal
said the McNamara's and Hockln In
1909 stored nitro glycerine. The wit-
ness asserted that boxes myster-
iously were taken in and out of the
house at night; that the windows wero
corfred with paper and that the
noctural visits of a wagon to thei
house deepened the mystery so that
children began to regard the place as
naumea.
Emanuel Maddox, a box manufact- - j
urer, identified Hockin as having or--1
dered nitro glycerine in packing
boxes which were delivered to the
Muncie houBe. Other witnesses tes-
tified Hockin was seen about the
house.
Hockin, now secretary of the Iron
Workers' union, was again pointed out
by John Longabaugh, agent of a nitro
glycerine manufacturer at Mont Pelier,
lnd. Longabaugh said Hockin prom-
ised to pay a high price for nitro gly
cerine it' the dealer in explosives would
sell it without asking questions.
Pointing to Hockin, Longabaugh,
who now lives in Tulsa, Okla., said: "1
fiiia . ,if
allow me to sell nitro glycerine with-- 1
out knovvine what it was to be used
for. He replied he would make it at- -
tractive for me and that he would
carry It away in suit cases on the
train. I asked him if he wanted me to
steal the nitro glycerine. He said he
did not care and as for carrying ex- -
PLOTTED
B. offered him to put a package on
a non-unio- job, but Eckhoff said he
refused because there were watchmen
around.
"Two weeks later the job was blown
up," said the witness. "J. B. told me I
could have done it as well as he. In
December, 1909, .1. B. took me to Pitts-- 1
burgh and from there to Rochester,
Pa., where he went to an old copper
shop and uncovered cans of nitro gly- -
cerine. Later in Indianapolis, John J.
McNamara had me shadow Miss Mary
Dye, his stenographer at the Iron
Workers' headquarters, who was sus-
pected of giving information about dy-- l
amiting.
"J. J. said Miss Dye knew too much
and be was afraid of her. Hockln
helped shadow her and she subse-
quently ent to Pittsburgh."
After the 7 js Angeles Times expio- -
sion, Ticket said he was sent by J. J.
(o Ballagil, Sc.hr., where he was lo
ir.aofr T El u'no rotitTTitir oaut
James 13. McNamara's flight from
Los Angeles after he blew up the
Times building there on October 1,
1910, his expressed hope that the
explosion would be attributed to es-
caped gas in the basement and his
reported purpose to murder a woman
stenographer employed by the Iron
Workers union "because she knew
too much" were related at the "dyna-
mite conspiracy" trial today by Frank
Eckhoff.
Eckhoff, a neighbor and friend of r
the McXamara family in Cincinnati,
testified that two weeks after the
Los Angeles explosion he was sent by
J. J. McNamara to the house of Mrs.
AIloo Nabb, McNamara's sister, at
Hallagh, Nebraska.
"i met James B. there," said Eck-- !
hofF. "He had disguised himself as j
much as possible.- - He appeared des-- ;
perate and talked ot killing himself.
Then he asked me if I noticed in the
newspapers whether people thought
the explosion was caused by escaping
eas t ti.e basement.
"One thing he eaid he wanted done
was to kill Miss Mary C. Dye, a
stenographer at union headquarters
in Indianapolis."
He said she knew too much about
dynamiting, and he proposed to talk
to .1. J. about havine her cotten out
of the way. He said he thought it
would be a good idea if I followed
her on a train and put a small bomb
under her, timed so that it would ex
plode after 1 got off the train,
"At the Xabb home was J. B.'s mo-
tner and Howard xahh. his hrnthor-
The mother wanted to know
what her son was worrying about. He
told her it was only a little trouble!
about union affairs. The next day 1
started with J. B. for Indianapolis by j
way of Omaha and Chicago. We re-
mained about four hours in Chicago.
Eckhoff said he refused to enter into
litluliiirr ififntl,. ijntitrl 1,.....
s of letters introduced by the gov- -
inment as implicating trie 4" defend- -
ants in a consniracv
BOY ROBBERS HELD UP TOWN.
Chicago, Nov. lfi Two boy robbers
knickerbockers with revolvers held
two persons in the Englewood po-- i
district. Oscar Krause, of 431
West Fifty-firs- t place, was encountered
West Ffty-firs- t street and Stewart
avenue, and gave up his watch and
chain. The other victim was James
M,lrP'l'. cf 5;!02 South Wabash ave-
nue.
' ""MR. TAFT IN NEW YORK. i
Xew York, Nov. 10. President Taft !
arrived from Washington this morning
8pend tllree days ln this vicinity,
VIEitl"S several institutions and at-
tending meetings. Tonight he will be
guest here at a dinner of the j
M)lus club and on Monday he will go!
New Haven to attend the meeting
the Yale corporation. He will re--
tur'i to Washington Monday night.
Delta, Colo., Nov. 16. Standing as
alive, supported by a barbed wire
lence, the body of Frank Mitchell, i
aged 42, was found last night by hisbrother. The accidental discharge
a rifle had sent a bullet through
brain. A short distance away
BANDITS ROB FARMERS
IN REGAL STYLE.
lola, Kans., Nov. It!. The three
bandits, who impressed a motor car,
a chauffeur and a mechanician here
Thursday night and went on a raid
of farm houses and villages in this
vicinity were captured by a posse to-
day near' here 'add" brought to- - the
fola jail.
The men gave their names as
Richard Victor, who says he worked
in the railroad shops at Argentine.
Kansas, and W. J. VauRibber ' and
AlcCauley. Victor was taken early to--
day. The two others were captured!
'at noon after a fight in which one of. i
them was wounded.
The posse had followed the chase!
since Friday morning. After a running
fight today in which one of the three:
'r.LTW,
WILL MARK AN
EPOCH IN
HISTORY
EXHIBITION PLAN NEARLY READY,
AND ENTHUSIASTS HARD AT
WORK ALL DAY STAGING IT-S-
FE MAY WELL FEEL PROUD
Not in "HO years has the Old Pal- -
g gu(,h gUrring tlmeg a8 today
when the famous Exhibition Plan
las city planning is concerned. He is
man public debt are already taking
stock of their own interests in the
lost provinces with a view of pro-
tecting themselves when the final set-
tlement comeB up for discussion.
The foreign military attaches here
are of the dpinion" tWit the1' ripari-
ans are finding many difficulties and
that they have been unable to bring
up a sufllcient army to insure a suc-
cessful attack on the Tchatalja lines,
which must be made direct on the
front. The scheme of defense drawn
up by the commanders of the foreign
warships here provides only for the-
protection of foreigners and not the
prevention of massacres, the fear of
which has been largely aissipaieu
The German cruiser Goeben arrived!
today. News from the interior oil
Constantinople, Nov. 16. (by way
Bu lgarians will, in au proDaouny, ue
arranged within the next few days
und this will be followed by direct
FIRING
HOUSE ON THE ALLIES
tlie contents of a letter from the Turk-
ish grand vizer on the subject of an
armistice and an interchange of views
between the Balkan governments is
in progress. It is said that unless
peace conditions are accepted by
Turkey within 21 hours after their
itrpHiiTitnttnn linwt it il will bp rnn- -
t;nu(, n( Uje Dl lal g(.nerals arc
not willing to permit Turkey to gain
valuable time by wrangling over the
conditions, A prompt acceptance may
avert the entry of the Bulgarian troops
is now at Kirk-Kilisse- but it is re-
ported he is preparing to start for
Tchatalja.
Athens, Greece. Nov. 16. The last
days of Turkish rule in Saloniki
were days of anarchy, according to
dispatches received from that city.
The Greek minister of justice, M. Rac-teva-
who went there to represent
the Greek government was accompan-
ied by Col. Morl'erratos, with strong
almost entirely by Greeks. The dis-
tricts have been devastated and prac-
tically depopulated by systematic
depredations.
The RuEsian consul at Saloniki has
received instructions from St. Peters-- ,
burg to recognize formally Greciai'
rule and to place himself under thti
jurisdiction of the Russian legation
at Athens.
The Metropolitan at Athens is al-
ready arranging the changes neces-
sary to adapt to the requirements of
the Orthodox church the ancient
church of St. Demetrius at Saloniki,
which the Turks had transformed into
a mosque.
Vienna, Nov. 111. In a hand to hand
bayonet fight at the Port of San Gio-vani-
Medua, Thursday night, the
Montenegrins dislodged the Turks
tiom the mountains dominating the
city, according to a dispatch from
Dulcino.
Sixty Turkish soldiers were taken
prisoners.
The Turkish garrison at San Gio-vp.ni-
Medua, however, has been rein-
forced by the arrival of some big guns,
according to a dispatch to the Reich- -
City, a distance of 121 miles," said Mr.
Brown.
I nis WUIR win WU&l 90,UW,WW.
'The second unit to be electrified
wjM be over Tennessee pass and will
involve the electrification of the line
from Salida to Minturn. The Utah
work will be commenced at once and
we expect to have it completed by
July 1, 1913."
MINISTER AND FINANCIER
is DEAD IN BALTIMORE.
Baltimore, .Aid., Nov. 16. Dr. David
1L Carroll, a leading financier of this
city, is dead at his home here of
Brights disease, aged 72 years. Up
to middle life Dr. Carrol' was a min
ister of the Jletliod'st Episcopal
church.
When impaired health compelled
him to give up active work in the
raini,t. i it he engaged in busi
ness. At the time of his death he
waa president of the National City
bank, and of the consolidated Cotton
Duck company.
Chicago, Nov. 16. Federal Judge
Landis today overruled a motion for
demurrers to the indictments pending
against Albert C. Frost, and other
defendants in the alleged Alaskan land
fraud cases. .,
k1,h its multltiidinouH details is Ahia Minor where there is some un--n the firmer at the point of
stalled in the Old Palace. It rest and fears are expressed thatfarm- -the
e VZX an ;IZ 2 . a sight to make Santa Feans fanatical and revolutionary outbreaksPud! may occur there the central Turk- -reached the place, was gone, overtak-- :
lug one of his comrades, wounded and First of all, Professor Slyvanus (,., lsh government should become
Victor nut the man on the! Morley is the man of the hour, as tar organized.
iu i.P..,. i,i. .,iiu,i nn
hnnw threw them and when the everywhere and anywhere, asking orior Kustendje) An armistice with the
srivmg aavice, aamsung a piciure ncie
r a water color there taking a last
.and loving look at the model ot the
tern-grin- s that they would be ablely labelled, or gazing with pride at 'government fully realizes that further;
"La Garita's" snow-whit- e walls. The resistance can only prejudice the po-,t- J CilPtuIf' 1110
could not talk to interview- - sition of Turkey still more. The Turkish garrison at Scutari has
ers this morning he was eo busy, j London, Nov. Ui. Rumania is a supply of fresh provisions
And then there are other workers, ported to have placed strong bodies sufficient to last for forty days and
Jesse Xusbaum, whose towering frame! of troops at three points on the Rul-jth- e Turkish commandant there"
in hanging sorie of the art!garian frontier. The movement is be-- dares, according to the Xeue Freire
treasures on the walls; J. Henry Mor-!ieve- d to be the result of diplomatic Presse, that he will hold the fortress
ley, who was lending a hand or an arrangements, so that pressure can be until the last man of the Turkish gar-ar-
wherever he could be of assist- - applied to Bulgaria to keep the terms rison has fallen, even should the Ot- -
zz:::l :. 8 a .. bi!Dj.e Miss Dye who Il0,v lives in
and was shot in the melee. ensued. The men surrendered otuj
The intruder escaped through the after their ammunition was gone. The
window before Mrs. Root, who slept bandits are all under HO years old. Vie-o- n
the first floor, arrived. tor said the raid was planned in a
Root said the trouble started short- - S!!o" in Kansas City,Wisconsin! The bandits obtained little bootyiv after he left, school in
.. . v,:,, ,, i:i their raids oi farmhouses and gar- -
lance; Percy Adams who put finishing of the armistice within moderation. toman government order him to sur-- i
touches on some ot the models; and! Sofia. Nov. The Bulgarian cabi-- , render. He will not fall into the
'others of the School of American Ar-in- communicated to the allies today ' hands of the enemy, he declares.
irft i0,, the.posse came up
groun(j 8tunned. The other man drag-- jLed hlm8eif into the woods. Victor
surrendered without a struggle.
Tne leader of the posse then tele- -
j graphed to lola for reinforcements and
gcon sheriff Kerr and a number of
men armed with rifles weer racing for
the scene in an automobile. The other
two bandits were located in the brush
near Galesburg and there a fierce fight
a puncture. Hoyt decuned to leave
the house and the bandits departed.jm, tou tilt, chauffeur they had in- -tended to carry oil" the cashier una
nom nun tor ransom.
GIRL SUSPENDED
BECAUSE SHE IS
AGAINST FLAG
Salt Lake City, Utah, Nov. 1C.-- -;
'Suspended from the public schools!
because she refused to take part in
the Hag saluting exercises. Lena Ey-- '
,.. ,., i,i D.w.t.,f aii n,i
'
..., v,., .in 'v;.ii
D. AND R. G. WILL
BE ELEGTRIFEID
said he recognized the burglar as !es' J J"'"" And it is going to be a success, too.
' Ilap , 'o vt cashier of theJames Divinney, whom he had arrest- - . ', ' ; h , torWheu the exhibitors finally retire to-c-
convicted and sentenced to caV
. , a little sigh of re lief, for the havepenitentiary. At that time 1870. Root,pd h, , tliem tools to repair
iwiifv iiiviwiuu, a .menu ami neigii-- 1
cor or tne McNaniara family, in Cin- -
ntnnfl n 4 ! A J it. .. nvniiiau, icBimeu uiai in J.3UM, James
WEBBER DENIES FRAME-UP- .
New York, Nov. 16. In the trial of iu
the four "gunmen" accused of killing upHerman Rosenthal, "Bridgle" Webber licetook the stand today and denied that
h. h!-- V. i Z l. J,m Sh0t-Ia- tn
said in his poker rooms on the night
of the murder, when the fmip ninmn
were gathered there, concerning Jack
Rose desiring the gunmen to meet Po-- j
lice Lieutenant Becker's men in or--j
der to furnish Droof that Ro hH
nothing to do with "framina-uD- " Jack!
Zelig.
toHarry Vallon was called and corro--1
borated the rebuttal testimony by '
Webber. .He did not, he said, shoot j
Rosenthal or see the shooting. tne
Sam Schepps next took the stand!
and likewise denied firing a shot at I 10
Rosenthal or seeing him slain. "Bald "
Jack" Rose followed with similar de- - j
nials.
:
i ifMINCED HAM KILLED TWO BOYS.
Mason City, la., Nov. 16. John
Davidson, aged 19, and Kenneth, his
brother, aged 17, are dead at Milford of
as the result of eating minced ham his
purchased at a local store. Ptomaine
poisoning quickly developed, Both'WaS
were in school when taken sick
THE WILSONS LEAVE
chaeology, working like Reavers to
periormea ineir tasKS in a moKi creun- -
,
; ' ..It is now up to the electricians.
in truth these sturdy climbers,
manipulators of mystic wires, are bus-
ier than any hive of politicians. For
they, too, have responsibilities to
lighten the work for the admiring
throngs which will surge through the
great palace Monday.
WHAT IT'S ABOUT.
But why all this fuss over an Kx- -
hibition Plan?
Because it marks an epoch in Santa
Fe's growth. Yes, GROWTH. Santa
Fe is growing and every growing city
needs a definite plan. Santa Fe wants
Ian city, typical of the
southwest. Those who would planfr nta Fe's future find that they
a'e starting with a city naturally
beautiful in its setting and intensely
interesting in its history.
No sane person dreams of a city
plan that shall fix everything in ad
vance, but it is evident that the trail
may be inaeeu, must le mazeti ana
now is tne time. What are tne Dig j
features, then, of this crusade which
mist liovn aiirh i,,,tii, ii, Anon in
g(artinK a c(ty t0 i,rall(.i out in the
right direction? The plans must af-- .
t fn.at of t, cltv str(!ets. with
regara for esthetic considerations.
i. - t ,uikh liexi, 101 wit-- ait? ocuuuu
!r thn nmraint nf a citv's area covered.
Thov are railprt "iim lnnirs" "of a!
city for they do afford many a house- -
cooped individual an opportunity to
declares that Divinney swore ven- -
seance.
Several times in the last fifteen
veiu's since He has resided in Den-- ,
ver, kooi nas oeen auaeitea, siioi ui
and once locked in his safe and nearly
suffocated. On each occasion Root
declares he recognized his assailant
as Divinney.
GETTING READY.
Washington. D. C, Nov. 16. Clerks
0t the house ways and means commit- -
tee began work today upon tariff re- -
vision bills for the special session of i
congress which President-elec- t Wilson
has stated he will summon to meets,
next April.
SENATOR RAYNER IS
CRITICALLY
Washington, D. C, Nov. IC Sena-
tor Isador Rayner, of Maryland, re-
mains in a critical condition at his
home here.
S LOR INTER OPERATED ON.
V Chicago, Nov. 16. Surgeons X
operated on William Lorimer,
United States senator, for ap--
pendicitis today. The operation IS
performed under the direction j
themselves of an offer made by social-- !
lists of Los Angeles and go to school
in that city. Their parents decidedILLivo8.,r,i.v fi,,t thi n n. host snlu- -
Denver, Colo., Nov. 15. E. L. Brown, ,
of the Denver & Rio
Grande R. R., announced upon his re- -
turn from New York today that the
first steps in electrifying the entire
Denver & Rio Grande system are to be
taken at once.
"The first unit to be electrified will
be from Helper, Utah, to Salt Lake
take pure air. And after streets and j
parks are looked after, there are j
many other features to take up the
time of the city planners, such as the,
consideration of the housing question
extension of suburbs, and the preser-
vation of those features which lend
a subtle charm to any city and espec--
ially to one that is advertised over thei
world as the oldest in these United
States.
There1 will be a great deal of enthu--
iaMii uver mr unius ui me "
'" " raiaw muhmj 'e'"for he must be indeed dull citizen
who is not vitally concerned in the
development, the beauty and the lion- -
CI' of nis cit'!
GOVERNOR LARABEE DEAD.
Clermont, Iowa. Nov. 16 Former
Governor William Larabee died at
liis nome ner here at 10:35 o'clock
today.
a dead coyote that Mitchell evi- -
tion of the controversy.
TRACE ANCIENT KINGDOM.
Philadelphia, Nov. 1G. Dr. Edith
H. Hall, assistant curator in the Med-
iterranean section of the University
of Pennsylvania museum, has just re-- ;
turned to this country from Crete. The
expedition which she headed found ajf
means for fixing the date of the declin- - j u
' infy VAtjpo nr t 10 PTnnT Mirinnn klnff- - n, v. 0. ,'- - o t
dom that flourished 4000 years ago. '
She also told of the finding of the
ruins of an ancient Minoan town on
the eastern side of Crete.
ueuuy uaa Kiuea Derore his own
death.
(Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 16. Hun- -
are on exhibition the products of spy
en states of the northwest and A1- -
ka.
FOR SUNNY BERMUDA. ' areaa or traveling men of the north-Ne-
York, Nov. odrow Wil-;we- and me Oregonians today
son, president-elect- , Mrs. Wilson, and are celebrating "traveling men's day"
the Misses Eleanor and Jessie Wilson, ! and "Ore&on day" at the Northwest-lef- t
New York for Bermuda shortly ,iern Products exposition at which
of Dr. Arthur Dean Bevan, chief X
V surgeon of the Presbyterian hos- -
pital, was declared to be a sue- -
K cess.
xxstsssxsvs JS
after 2 o'clock this afternoon on the
steamship Bermudian. They will be
gone until December 16.
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iJTA A A . UNRECORDED MARTYRSTHE MAN WHOSE
WIFE GOES ALONG TO BUV HIS HAT
"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"I The Little Store r"V HUS BAND OH NO HE DOESN'T y thats awants to Buy f SI9HT-H- Elike that at
ALL Itnn r
The Original and Only Absolutely Air-Tig- Heater on the Market.
THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.WOULDNT WEAR1 THAT 11
:
WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR
Thanksgiving Turkeys,
Chickens and Other Fowls
Every thirg Good to Eat for Thanksgiving
Dinner.
pi
A Money andFuel Saver
Holds Fire for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to calf and
Mje tfour Selection
while our stock is com-
plete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantages to be had
in Purchasing a Coles.5jR GROCERY CO. ISouthern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
BUY A COLES HEATER
AND YOU'LL BE GLADFOR HARD COAL
FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original flown draft. This is the
stove for the home, the office nt.il all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be th most
Mica doors are extra large Qued in re-
cessed grooves, perfect tit.
For those who enjoy the (Slowing buy
the "Kadiant".I OFTEN SHUDDERWOW THAT ISMORE LIKE IT servieame ana economical or an stoves.
yes that fine- -
HE WILL TAKE
THAT OVg
TO THINK WHAT
you'D Buy IF T WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.DlDWT qo WITH
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. AH kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
The only exclusive grain house in Santa-- Fe
OU
e '
1 I i .
ILIGHTPbone Black I r?v unnLI Pbone Black4545 LrCV
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHWoodoal ODS, Electricity plays a most impor-tant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-home-a- nd
why all this light? Toern
first Friday in December. A gypsy
SAWED WOOD
DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump Fancy Lump Fancy Egg
"BUY IT OF CRICHTON." a make the home more homelike to makethe home the most pleasant spot on earthfor father, mother and children. Good lightthat is easy on the eyes is very much to bedesired.tent and fortune tellers booth will beadded to the embroidery booth, thehome cooking table and the candycounter, without which no sale would!be a sal:?.The Methodists are rehearsing a
ron and Champ Clark and all thoseBY NAN O'NIELPhone One Double O J. farce, "'lhe New Minister," whichthey will give the first week of De-
cember.
No wonder everyone has been busy
with so much planning to do!
big men from Missouri wear," said the
clerk, showing a big black Stetson
slouch hat. (See picture II.)
"Think he's from Missouri, do you?"
threatened Miranda. "Well, he ain't,
THE STORY OF THE UNRECORDED
MARTYR.
It really happened thusly In Albu-
querque last week. They went down
to attend the various educational FOW EMHIGH SCHOOL NOTES.even if I do have to show him every-thing. No, he won't have that hat."
"Here's a gray hat like the one
Judge Parker wears, could I have
feasts of reason and also to do a lit-
tle shopping. She went from one
that?" asked the Unrecorded Martyr
by the Sophomores.)
The girls' basket ball team of the
high school is practicing in the armory
and expect to play Las Vegas and
other high schools soon.
The Symofium society held their
IS QUITE SO CON YEN- -
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
eal aae WoodSWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERR1LL05 LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
store to another inspecting gowns
and suits and coats and hats, and
finally concluded that Santa Fe had
quite as good things and that she
could save the express on them if
she bought them at home.
Npersuasively. (See picture III.)"You in a gray hat! Not much. Idon't want to spend any of my goodhard earned money in a lawsuit. IENT as to touch the button and ,your stove is ready to cook yourthird meeting last Wednesday and thefollowing program was rendered:Judge Parker would sue you for con iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat
Opening address Brison Yontz
Violin Solo Ruth Safford
Vocal Solo Alta Sanford
Piano Solo Carl Winter
Debate- - Resolved that printing is the
most beneficial of any invention.
Aff. Katherine French, Hansel
Pfleuger. Xeg. Marian Wasson,
Wallace Fiske.
tempt of court."
The clerk brought out his last mod-
el. "Now here is a hat that will be
very popular," he said wearily. "Gov-
ernor McDonald has just bought or ..
It is a nice quiet stitched hat called
the Wilson Tweed." (See picture
IV.)
He didn't go with her. He said he
had to attend a very important educa-
tional meeting and he slipped off
around the corner to the Y. M. C. A.
The next day the purchasing pur-
pose was still strong within her and
since the milliners and modistes
could not please her, she1 decided that
the purchasing should be done for
Hubby. So down town she marched
the Unrecorded Martyr and led him
into the first haberdasher shop. He
was still rather joyful for he enjoyed
the prospect of a new lid; this one
WOOD 'S STAGE LIN E
"PutIt seemed to please Miranda,
this on," she ordered.From
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. AVe furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad n'ght' Estimates, and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
The pupils of the high school, as j
well as the faculty feel very grateful
to Adj. Gen. Brookes, who has very
kindly donated the use of the armory,
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains. under the charge of Ueut. Utter, two
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot was getting green and rusty for Mi
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone fl.
Two Doom Below F. Andrews Star.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c ana 50c
Short Orders at All Honrs.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
french Noodle Order 10c a disk,
Ksw York Che? Susy 60s.
The Unrecorded Martyr hated it,
but of course, if Miranda liked it
"Yes, he will take this one," she
said. (Picture V.)
And then with "Francis you should
be glad that I am willing to come
with you. I often shudder to think
what you'd buy if I didn't go with
you." She took the Unrecorded Mar-
tyr home.
afternoons each week to the basket j
ball girls. This is a courtesy on the j
part of Gen. Brookes that is highly!
randa had not allowed him to have
prized by all the loyal members of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covers hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commerott men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire E'.nbude
a new one for three years.
Quite jauntily he stepped up to the
counter, threw down the old hard
boiled variety and popped a soft,
warm-lookin- g black plush hat over
his hairs. He looked ,in the mirror,
cocked the hat up on one side, and
turned around to Miranda.
"Some class to it, isn't there?" he
asked gayly.
the Santa Fe high school.
Wednesday morning the high school
enjoyed a treat in the way of a very
happy, wholesome talk from Prof. R.
R. Larkin, of Los Vegas. Prof. Larkin
has not only a wealth of good ideas
but to a high degree the pleasant man-
ner of expressing them. There was
not a dull moment in the half hour
and the Santa Fe high school hopes he
may come again soon. '6ne of the pleasant occasions of the
The past week has been almost
entirely taken up with club meetings
and, with the exception of a few i:
formal affairs, there has been noth-
ing doing to quote in the Societv
page. Entertaining; goes by fits and
"Francis take that off immediately.
You look perfectly preposterous,"
said Miranda sternly.
starts in Santa Fe anyway. We have
to raKe a week off occasionally to
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
FROM QA1SITA FP ToElPaso, Bisbee, Douglass and
rAUiU JiM Ii iJC all points in New Mexico, Ari-
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via; NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
,CBl up- - uo a mlle work, and begin year was Friday morning at the open-th- epace for the next week. Every-- 1 ing exercises when Harry G. Wilson,one is planning Christmas bazaars -
Rooms With Bath, .... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..
j
"But, my dear, it's just like the one
Nathan Salmon wears and you know
he is the best dressed man in town."
"Don't you know that Mr. Salmon
lis just wearing that to advertise the
(style? Take it off, I say."
The Unrecorded Martyr slowly put
(Continued on page five).just now and getting things under
way for the holidays.
The coming weeks promise to make
up for the dearth of excitement that
may have caused a few yawns lately.
.XT i.
SUFFERED UNTOLDit down. Then he spied a big broad
brimmed Stetson. He tried it on.
ween marks the dedication of"What are you doing with that?"
ncLrorl f i ia n I a t Snolli. the new Masonic temple and the op- - AGONY WITH ECZEMA
"Can'n. Fornnff n't nuo euins of the New-Ol- d Santa Fe Exhibition, both of which are of specialit," replied the U. M. apologetically.
The
Best
Route
East
or
West
In Wrists. Spread to Fingers. Lit-
tle Pimples or Blisters. Itching
So Bad Could Hardly Sleep.
Used Cuticura Soap and Oint-
ment, Gone Entirely.
interest to everyone here. The Ma-
sons wives are planning to help in
serving the two hundred or more
guests who will have their luncheon
and dinner in the temple. Probably
by the time Thursday morning ar-
rives every oue will be glad to stop
all festivities and pick up the loose
ends for the rest of the week.
Did you realize that Thanksgiving
"Hump and Cap'n Fornoff's belt
would make a whole pair of suspend-
ers for you too. Don't think that any-
one would ever mistake you for the
big Cap'n. of the Mounted Police even
if you wore his hat. Take it off,"
commanded Miranda.
The Unrecorded Martyr took it off.
A black and white cap lay near it, a
real sportsman's cap. The V. M.
tried that on.
m
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.170 N. 16th St., Portland, Ore. "The
eczema which started about two years ago;broke out in my wrists first, than spread
For Rates and Full Information'Address S. C. BUFF 0RPIN6T0US
Department of the Interior. U. S.I
I I "uo l"e mursaay of the followingweek? Besides theEUGENE FOX, Q F & P. AGENT,EL PASO, TEXAS. "Well, of course vnn ran hnv llint "
said Miranda, "but I don't like it. I j comiectin with that feast day there
couldn't walk down the street with ! are a numb''-- of other things on the
to my lingers. 1 suf
fcred untold agony
with them until I be-
gan to use Cuticura
Remedies. It would
appear in little pimples
or blisters like, and
when I scratched them;
they would appear In
little scales. The itch-
ing would be no bad
you in that cap. The bird on my hat
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mex-
ico, Oct. 15, 1912.
Notice is hereDy given that Frutosc
Gallegos, of Cerrillos, New Mexico,
who, on May 20, 1908, made Home-
stead Entry No. 06557-1434- for NE.
Section 22, Township 14 North,
Range 8 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice nf intention to make
a iMumoer 01
Thoroughbred Cockerels
For sale at
$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
$3.00 to $5.00
Charles A. Wheelon
PHONE 204 J
t.rcUua.i . inn episcopal choir is
working hard on a concert that will
be given at the executive mansion the
evening of the twenty-seventh- .Scottish Rite
might see it and mistake you for Jack
j Akers, and then away the bird and
the hat would fly."
"Another failure," sighed the U. M.
"There is a hat I would like to see,"
he said to the clerk, pointing to a
Stetson with a dented crm
Re-Unio-
n,
There are remarkably good voices in
the choir at present and the evening
promises to be one of real enjoymentfor all music lovers. The proceeds
final .Kof, to establish claim to
the land abovi described, 'oefora Reg-
ister or Receive. U. S. Land Olnce at
Santa Fe, Nev Mexico, on th-- j 5th
j HAVE YOU THE PROPER
jStep Ladders,
Ironing Tables,
Kitchen Cabinets,
Counters, Shelving
If not, see me, and see how little
it will cost to have things right.
Repairing of all kinds neatly and
promptly attended to.
Filing of Saws Our Specially.
that I could hardly sleep of nights. I would
scratch my hands until they were most
numb, then when the blood would course
through them again the burning and smart-
ing would bo so bad that I could hardly
stand it, and I got to bo so easily Irritated
that my husband had to use all of his
patience to get along with me. I believe
I had tried Just about every remedy, offered
day of December, 1912.
DEDICATION OF
Scottish Rite Cathedral,
SANTA FE, N. M.
November I7lh to 2ist, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
"That's called" the Western Hat for!from the msicale are to go toward
Col. Roosevelt," said the clerk. "That j a new motor for the organ and vest-wa- s
a mighty good seller during the j ments for tne choir-campaig-
Governor Otero and Mr. J Tne Woman's Board of Trade are
Burke just came in this morning to : Planning a big dance for Thanksgiv-pa- y
for theirs. They weren't wear-- ' inS night. Everyone will be in a holi- -
Juan Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
Julian Garcia, Pablo Sanchez, all of
Kennedy- - New Mexico.
try No. 12056-0483- for SW Sec-
tion 14, Township 13 N., Range 9 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before H. C. Kinsell,
at Stanley, N. M., on the 22d day of
to tne public for such diseases, without any
relief whatsoever, until mv mother recom- -
j mended Cuticura Bemedles to me. I onlying them tho bad 'em put away at dfly mood and the dance will probably
home, I guess." be one of the most successful of the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Rpgister.
One and One-Fif- th Fare From
All Points In New Mexico.
Dates of Sale, Nov. 16 to 20,1912.
Return Limit, Nov. 24th.
rvij-- v ' rrancls- - said Miranda, i year.Jr-j-i CJVlj V0U know that this is a windy coun-- f During that same week the Presby- -try and U that bat ever b,ew off youri telian Ald Societ' hold tneir annual
lelepnOlie 197 W. :: MMA rt, v . M head you'd never see it again. It i sale. They have many new and orisri- -
used the Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Oint-
ment once when my cure began, and in s
month of use it was gone entirely." (Signed)Mrs. Thos. Walsh, Oct. 11, 1911.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Oint-
ment (50c.) are sold throughout the world. A
single set is often sufficient. Liberal sample
ofeach mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Ad-
dress post-car- d "Cuticura. Dept. T, Boston.'
AaTeuder-- f aced men should use CuticuTS)
Soap Shaving BUck, 25c, fimple(ree.
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:'
Estevan Encinas, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Julio Montoya, of Galisteo, N. M.; An-
tonio Villanueva, Galisteo, N. M.; Jose
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
JJJJP'-- r Register.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY. would run and run and run, and since nal ideas for the sale this year. The
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, TJ .S
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct.
10, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Pino
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M, who on
Sept 21st, 1907, made Homestead En
w int Ad. in the New Mexican j its named for Col. Roosevelt, it would
gees more people In one day than you never stop running."H. & LUTZ. Ajent, SANTA FE.N.M.
Campbell Kids are to be there en
force, which will be a treat in itself.
The Guild sale as usual occurs thecan see in a month. Try one. "Well, here's one lik Sennr nt.
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DECICATORY EXERCISES.
:! n in. Impromptu recital at Cathedral by I'rof. tiarratt
Sunday,7 n in. Formal services at Scottish Rite Cathedral
I A Showing of the Smart
I NEW FALL STYLES
H Make Your Selections Early !
EVENING SUPPERS
NA. .A.
November 17. Address of A. C. Stewart. Soverlgn Grand lui iu ctor
General in Missouri.
S p. m. Formal organ recital by Prof. Garratt.
MONDAY.
Tenth Reunion of Scottish Rite Masons opens, for conlVrnng oil
degrees from 4 th to 14th.
v TUESDAY.
Conferring of degrees from 15th to 20th.
At 8 p. ni., reception and dance in banquet hall of Cathedral.
WEDNESDAY.
Conferring of degrees, 30th, 31st and :52nd, concluding the cere
Lady in Goodvatcr Describes Her
Distressing Experience and
Tells How She Was
Finally Relieved.
Goodwater, Mo. 'Ever since I was
' a little girl," says Mrs. Riley Laramore,
"I was a great sufferer from dyspepsia,
I suffered misery after eating, and had
lerrible heartburn.
I thought I had to suffer this way as
long as 1 lived, but when I began to take
Thedford's Black-Draug- in small
'
doses, every night, the heartburn was all
gone in a few days, and I could eat
without distress.
We're showing some very new DRESS
FOOTWEAR that will be of jcreat
interest to the Society People. Every
man and every woman that " goes "
will enjoy seeing our Dress Shoes !
w w w r- - V mm "V "v C T V . - f"S
s
v monies.XXXXXXXXXXX XX XXX X X X X Xfrom the Productions
of
the Best American Manufactur-
ers. Our affiliations extend to
all the leading makers. We com-
mand the lowest prices and de
:XXXXXXXXXX X canoe.
XX Music, the language of emotion, X1 The "Improvisation" might he con- -M . -- !.. 1r..iHino- rnlf tit tllP X iA.A .... ,ws oei,lt til' VJUMnilS VPl'V I took two small packages in all, andIS IU Via r...o -- Biuciru ua iuv ". u U 4W ...no
mand the Best Lines.
FOR MEN
Dress Shoes in Dull or Bright kid, Cloth or Kid Tops, and
beautifully made. Dress Primps with large, flat bows,
the finest we've ever seen.
$4.50, $5.00, $6.00, $6.50
exercises marking the dedication V vivid realities In the way of "storms" -"-"B" ' - .., v
iX of the Scottish Rite Cathedral X a,.u he has observed. The Pastoral dyspepsia has not returned.
IV tomorrow (Sunday) night. X movement may be considered as rep I speak a good word for Thedford'stt The formal services of dedi- - X senting the very quiet sultry at- - Black-Draug- ht whenever I have the op- -ix cation begin at 7:30 and will be X;m0Bplicre which is very often felt be- - portunity."tt in charge of the deputy supreme X fore a severe thunderstorm. In the! If eating causes distress, we urge you
iX council and the principal officers X stance you hear a "piper" playing a Jo try Thedford's Black-Draug- It
X of the several bodies. Alphonso X quaint melody. As this u' cieanses the system, helps the slpmach to
iXC. Stewart, sovereign, grand in- - X away, distant thunder and l.ght gusts d its oo, reg!j!ales the bcweIs andXtlS spector general of Missouri, will X 0( vvimi are heard, the storm gradual- - . julates the iiver
'X deliver the address. S y increases in its fury, the rain, wind! . Rent v an is without bad after- -,tt S At S o'clock music will come X .llld tnlIIld(. seem to vie with each j
H Extending to Our Patrons a
SI Wide Choice of
I Quality Garments at an Extra X into its own with prolessor rer- - 0ther in terrifying all humanity. line '..!..! rinmll nf Simla .n. Call- - i, .,- -, in at Ma lieii'hl liiilll nillS! " - -m fl UlVai , LIU." null III 1CJ n ....V . . . ' : ......
.f llm rfornia. at the new ana magiiui- - strikes at close quarters, pernaps a gio ihb uui;umii ui . t... ....... v..
California, he decid- -cent pipe organ.. playing some of X lree or someone's home; but all storms mate of souther
his own compositions, with the X mu8, break; and as this one very d to come ami HOt Mr. Garratt is1 15 Discount
H On Our Already Low Prices.
great works of Bach, Dvorak, X gl..Kllull!v abates, a "hymn" is hoard satisfied that this isDonizetti and others. V sung, the birds begin to chirp C'pocounand lias decided o reman, and eThe formal recital will take xCd jng and there is always a "calm try
at S o'clock while the im- - X a storm." vote hls tll"f t0 RlhtlnS in u,th
'
promptu recital will be given at 'oZ-- - advancing various branches
m March Selected .tc which he has made a diligent
Before giving the formal pro- - X. t-- percival Carratt, organist. study of.
gram, it might be well to state X1 Mrs, V. V. Winchester, soloist. During the last eighteen years Mr.
that every kind of feeling voiced X1 THE CHOIR. j Carratt has given over IlOO recitals
by music must be embodied in an X! Mrs. V. V. Winchester and Mrs. 'and concerts, including the production
xx
XX
H
XX
XX
FOR WOMEN
Dress Ties, Pumps and Slippers in almost endless variety,
leathers of Bright or Dull Kid, Velvet and Satins in all
colors, Cubian or French Heels. A regular beauty
show of handsome footwear!
$3.00, $3.50$4.00
xx
Alan II. McCord, sopranoes. !of oratorios, cantatas, etc., ana aiso
Mies Alirnhamson and Mrs. It. .1. numerous uisum, ih.uh- - tl..u ...
image before any realization of X
its character and significance is X
possible. It has been said that X
"music is the most spiritual of X
arts," therefore let each listener X
That this, Special also in-
cludes all CHILDREN'S1 REMEMBER Criehton, altos.A. J. Teare and R. .1. Criehton, ten-
GARMENTS, FURS ANDAND MISSES'
MILLINERY.
citals. He was one of the organists
chosen to give recitals at the n
exposition, Buffalo, X. V.
Mr. Garratfs success as a teacher'
of the pipe organ, piano and the nat-- :
ural cultivation of the voice, is dem- -
onstrated by the fact that so many
of his former pupils are now holding
good church positions.
X at tomorrow s concert supply tue -
X image which, shall give definite- - X
X ness and coherence to the emo- - X
X tional impressions conveyed by X
,. C. Hall and Allan McCord, Bass.
The musical program is under the
direction of Alan R. McCord.
THE. ORGANIST'S CAREER.
C. I'ercival Garratt, an Englishman
by birth, received his first instruction
the various numbers. These COME AND SEE The Season's
New and Cor-
rect Models in Full Dress
Footwear.
X numbers are as follows:
XXXXX?XXX X X
j in music trom ms nioiner wnen ue
, was five years old. ilis father being
an organist of considerable ability,
THE PROGRAM.TIE WHITE HOUSE d TREAT FORSANTA FEflNSOrgan- -Toccata in C, Vol. Hi, Xo. ... .Bach ? f e,d Cathedral, En
Adagio in A Minor Bach "",u-
-
Sehern from Sonata in ( Minor The family moved over to this conn-
II-
-
I ciassy nr rprD'C Sh?es
Different 11 LULU L U Quality
10Rogers try and young Garratt continuedCATRON BLOCK.
the piano and organ with hisChoir st"dJ'
father at the same time that he was
That favorite play, "in Old Kentuc-
ky," which has been patronized by
more people than any other offering
now on the American stage, will be
presented at the Elks Theater on Wed-
nesday evening, November 20, which
Anthem, "Braise the Lord 0 JemNotice Our Windows H salem" Maunder
"The Lord is My Light". .Aligson
H Notice Our Windows
xx
receiving a college education. When
U years of age he held the position
as organist of St. John the Evangelist
Episcopal church, in St. Paul, Minn, (will be its initial visit to Santa Fe.xxxtxxmxxxtxxtxxxtttutxttxxxtxxtitxxttxttttxtxxttx This drama is a bright and shiningthe following year he was sent to
Solo
"Thou Wilt Keep Him in Perfect
Peace" ' McDermid
.Mrs. H. Winchester.
Organf "Humoresnue"
"Berceuse" . . .
"Allegretto" . .
"Sextette" from
Dvorak
Iljinsky
. . .Wostenholme
Lucia" . .Donizettt
stick a lot of money
example of the doctrine of the sur-
vival of the fittest. It remains season
after season as one of the best draw-
ing cards in the entire gamut of stage
entertainment. Its vogue is remark-
able and its popularity unending. From
Boston to San Francisco and from the
St. Lawrence to the Gulf, it is played
season after season with unfailing
success. This present theatrical Bea-
ton of 1912-191- marks the 20th annual
tour of the play certainly a record
mm DEDICATIONOF THE NEW
MASONIC TEMPLE
a suit. You can get
Boston, Mass., and studied the organ
with George E. Whiting, piano with
Otto Bendix and harmony with George
W. Chadwick at the .New England
Conservatory. While in Boston, ho
held the position of organist at St.
James' Episcopal church, Cambridge,
Mass. A few years later, realizing
the necessity of a knowledge of voice
culture for church work, Mr. Garratt
studied voice with Signor Rotoli.
When he was 21 he moved to Winston-Salem- ,
North Carolina, and held the
position of organist and choirmaster
at the First Presbyterian church. The
next year he was called to the Sec-
ond Presbyterian church, Knoxville,
the very best of material. You can
get the latest style garment,
Choir .
"Sanctus" Gounod
Organ
'
Intermezzo, "Moonbeams and
Shadows" Garratt
Improvisation, "The Storm"
Garratt
"Pastorale." '
"The Storm."
"Hymn."
worthy of special mention. One does
not have to go below the surface to
discover the elements that make for
the success of the offering. It is
bountifully supplied with that homely
"Calm." Tenn., where he became instructor of sentiment which is never failing in its
nnwer to anneal to the emotions. It
AND
Scottish Rite Reunion
Santa Fe, November 17th to 20th, 1912.
For the Above Occasion the Denver & Rio Grande
will Protect Rate of One Fare for the Round Trip
from Stations Espanola, N. M , Silverton,
Colo., Alamosa, Colo., and all other
Intermediate Stations.
ii
If it has been made in a crowded sweat shop.
If it has been made with a thousand others.
If it has not been made to fit you.BUT NOTE: Professor Garratt says: music at the University of Tennessee."Moonbeams and ,Shadows" The After ten years of useful experience has an abundance of comedy to light-en the shadows of the plot. It reveals
a charming love story laid in the blue
grass region of Kentucky. Its inci-
dents are stirring, its realism and its
E ! 1 i - ?SFv J B .1 . I Ml - ,1 til I 11 'V M
characters natural and true to life.
It tells an idyllic love story and it stirs
the blood with an exciting horse race
epiFode. It contains a score of little
darkeys, who participate in the pre-
sentation, not as an outside or vaude-
ville incident, but as a material part
of the play. They sing, dance, frolic,
play capital band music and delight
the youngsters as well as the more
mature playgoers. In this year's or-
ganization will be found Miss Olive
Skinner as "Madge Brierly." Miss
Skinner i.s one of the most charming
and capable of all the talented act-
resses who have essayed this difficult
SELLING DATES :
From Aztec and Farmington, Nov. 14th.
F 1 rs Siluiltn to 111 0 deluding Antonito,
Colo., Nov. 15th.
From Alamosa, La Jara and Romeo, Colo., Nov. I6H1.
From Stations Antonito to Espanola, N.M., Nov, I6II1 and 18th
RETURN LIMIT, NOVEMBER 24.
How Can You Expect It To Have
the lines worked into it to fit you when the very laws of
nature say that there are no two persons exactly alike?
It stands to reason that you cannot get anything to fit
you as we will fix you up. .We have spent our whole life
and are learning every day. How are the sweat shop
workers? Do they have any interest In you? No, if you
want individuality, then come to where you can see with
your eyes how the work is done, by whom It is done, and
when you place the garment on your back, you know what
you have.
All of this you get and you need not pay one cent more
than what you are asked to pay for the ready mades.
Judge for yourself which you want.
role. George M. DeVere, America's
foremost negro delineator, is with the
company, playing the faithful old ser-- i Win. Thomas, Benito Romero, all olNOTICE FOR PUBLICATIONvant, "Uncle Xcb ; Mr. Joseph Slay
lor, a splendid character actor, is cast Department of the Interior, U. S. Land! Santa Fe,
X,
. , . a. n - . Tiff str frt
M.
MANTEL, R. OTERO,
Regis tor.for the important role of the likeable Ulnce at sania re, m
'"Colonel Doolittie," a bree.y and unc-jlO- , 191!!.'i
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.tuous type. Others in the bill are! Notice is hereby given tnat waiterPaul Bell, Andrew Rogers. Walter, Kraul, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,PROFESSOR GARRATT AT THE OR CAN. or, October 23, 1909, made HomesteadAlice Endres and CertrudeI'erdericks
(! ri'.ham. Department or the Interior, U. S.Entry No. 011996 for Lots 4. 5 and 6 Santa Fe, New .Mexico,' of Section 6. Township 16 N., llange Land umce,The Capital T NOTICE! llO E,, and on March 2G, 1912, made October 21, 1912.Fsnanola N M Nov 15 1912. additional homestead entry No. 01C512 xtice is hereby given that EpitacioAILOR inspiration for this Intermezzo came to in both church and university work,him while on one of his visits to the 'Mr. Garratt was called to take the
beautiful "Georgian Bay" district in position of organist and choirmaster
Ontario, Canada. The moonbeams at the Central Presbyterian church in
I the undersigned herebv give tor Lot i oi oecuon i, iuwiibuii saiaz, oi luua, .".
191., made Small Hold- -nn.io,. tht mv wifp Antnnin ' San- - N.. Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian.
and bas mea notice or intention to iuan mg Claim no. oi.--uij;',- hji oslaving upon the crystal waters, the Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, which po- - has abandoned my homeNext to First Nat. BankEast Side of Plaza, three-yea- r Proof, to establish claim ne N 2 SE 4 NK n sthe land above described, before se NE N'V 1 Wshadows of the shore, laden with the sition he held tor ten years. Suffering board without any cause whatsoever,numerous tall pines and birch trees, from a bad attack of la grippe, Mr. j went to Colorado to work the "rd SE NE l--left heMn ml a d her Agister or Receiver, U. S. Land Of NE 4 NE W
advised i., 22d day of November. 1912. (SW 4 NE NE i NE
NEreflected in the water, and as the Garratt was advised by his physician 0, ,a8t Jay andfirst two chords suggest (with apolo- - to give up his professional duties for;llome wjtn the
igies to Mendelssohn) "a lover and his .a few months and suggested a change for her support; I also Pl.tmant novnna oo raHnDCCPR' Cri?- - CP 1.1 VP 1 .1 V V Oi SOCtlOn U,a 'of climate. Being attracted by tneChas. S. Hedge, 14G E. 2nd St. Hast--! lass" are seen gliding alongDOG BITE KILLED A BRIDE to go to Chamita and remain there, but 1 W.. and theCresplnQ Llcola8 Grlego, : Township 21 X., Rangegave her permission to go and see her! . v.stn,,i Pndilla. all ol sv 1.4 SB SE S 2 SE1. Bitten onlhigs, Nebr.. writes:Nov.Cleveland. O., "I have been'
pains in my naienls tor one or two uas uuu totroubled with severetxa ni-i- n hv n. Arte three weeks ago.
ADDRESED TO WOMEft
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Re?i ier
return at the end of that time to her
heme, but she left the day after I left
and remained there twenty days.
When Bhe returned she took every- -
SW 4 4 ot section , lOWuSii.p
22 N., Range 1 V., New Mexico Prin-- '
cipal Meridian, has filed notice of in-
tention to make final proof, to estab-
lish claim to the land above described,
before .luan C. Sandoval, XI. S. Com-- .
missioner. at Cuba, New Mexico, on
' the !Hh day of December, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
IS YOURS A
Case of Serves ?"
Hot flashes, dizziness, fainting spells, backache, headache,
bearing-dow- n pains, nervousness ail nre i.ymDtom3 of irreralarity
and ferualo dUturb&nues and are not beyond relief.
back and kidneys and the pains wereMrs. Florence Dietz, a bride of three (especially severe in the morning. I
months, died of hydrophobia m a ho6-;hav- e ufjed three boxeg of your Fo,ey
pltal here. The bite was not believed Kidney Pills and the pains have en
to be of much consequence until the tirely left me. I now feel as well as
dog bit another and both animals died ever por saie by ajj druggists.
with symptoms of rabies. Four days
ago Mrs. Dietz became severely ill and j WD DUCKS ST FARM,death followed. The dog that bit Mrs.
rui, Mich., Nov. 16.-P- eterfrom herDietz was a wedding present
husband. Bennett. who lives near here, expects
f ' to winter a couple of wild ducks, the
Department of the Interior, tT.
Office at Santa Fe. N M., Oct.
j thing from the house. Some days ago
when I, came back from my work I
vt:nt to see her with a witness, trying
to bring her to the house, but she re-- i
fused to return to the house. Then Kbudigen Gurule, of La Jara, New29, 1912.Notice is hereby given that C!eor;.v
r . - AT ,.'1,1 'Mexico: Hilano Lucero, oi tuba, Mew-- Dr.-
Pierce's
1 sent her some money to pay for her
railroad fare. She took the money h. iweeay, oi aanui re, : !,fovi. , i salazar. of Cuba. New" " 'Home- - ,
.nn Pphniarv 1!). 1908. made Mexico; r.. A. luiera, oi vuuu,and expended it and wrote a letter iHtpnd KntPV Ko i.i2:,4-or.72:- :. for NE 4 Aie xlco.
Favorite Prescription
is that of a famou9 physician unusually experienced
in the treating of women'3 peculiar ailments. For
forty years it lias been recommended to suft'prin.'j
womankind. Tnousand3 of wmsn enn Iieav w itnesa
to its beneficial qualities. Perhaps its aid 13 all that
is required to restora to yoo perfoct hoal;h and strotirth.
Now U tho timo to act, writs Dr. K. V. Pierce's, Euffalo.
MANUEL R.Every Woman OTERO,Register.
saying that she was not willing to gE gE g ij0ts 2 and 4.
come hack again. Such being the case I j gection 3 Townshjp ig N'.. Range f
will not be responsible for any ac-- E N M 'p jieridian, has filed notice
count incurred by her since the time n' intention to make three-yea- r F'inal
pair, contrary to their usual custom,
having remained on the Bennett farm
all summer. They came early last
j spring and made friends with the
j chickens, feeding them and showing
no inclination to go away. They go to
IS intereitec ana fnouia itngw
about the wonderful
MARVEL Whirling Spray S. R. Mass, Beachlcy, Texas, says:
"My baby had a dangerous attack ofFroof. to establish claim
to the la;MI A'l KOW COREDs new Vaginal Syringe.Best most convenient. It above described, before Register or
she left the house and her refusal to
live where my residence is or where
I want. This is all about this matter.
SEVERIAN'O SANCHEZ.
cleanses instantly.
Atk vjur druEeistfor i
If he cannot SUDPly the
Mns. Pomin-i- KODOER3, nf San Prone'cn, Colif .wri :
'I take pieasuf, in rec'iimneDd'nflt yuiir wuntterful remiie!. ai.T
wish try in behalf of your 'Favorite Presoripntm' and 'Guidon
Modlcal Diacorory' that thninph their Hoe 1 am now emed of thir
various tmubleB that a Wumnn is heir to. Th.e rentedies ctir'.l
mo hun othen fnilod an'l I thercfuro roolvo to taau im other.
1 tliank you for your aUvicc."
VOUn DRUGGIST CAW SITPF2LTTOU
SN LIQUID OS TABLE'S tfORltt
MAB1EI.. accent no othet?"
Receiver V S Land Office, at sann " -
of Decern-- ; him. But one bottle of Foley HoneyFe K M on the 11th day" and Tar ComPun Pu,le(l him through.
Claimant names as witnesses: ! We would not be without it in our
Chas. A. Siringo, Samuel Falta:.
' house." For sale by all druggists.
Lii5 yiix o.uu uiopui i tllciliacIVtfH, lO
the amazement of their cousins, who
do not dare follow suit. They seem
disposed to stay all winter,, and Mr.
Bennett is quite fond of his wild pets.
K,. unri timn ffnr illustrated want ads. alwavshnnk eMird. It rives full particu New Mexican
bring returns.Mrs. Eodcerslars and directions toMA8VU CO., 44tss(2M Jlrssl Nrw ttrkT
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electric light, steam heat and bathjj WILLIAM FaRAH-E- MIL MIGNARDOTWOMEN SHOULD The European Hotel, centrally !c--:cated. State Progressive Headquart
ers in the hotel.
PROTECTED
USEFUL HOLIDAY PRESENTS
ARRIVING DAILY AT THE WHITE
HOUSE.
From 31 to 52 degrees was the
range in temperature yesterday andWHAT'LL THEY DO TO CHARLIE MURPY ON NOU. 25?
OUTCOME OF BASEBALL SCANDAL LIKELY TO BE HISTORIC
Against So Many Surgical Orj-eratio- ns.
How Mrs. Bethune
and Mrs. Moore Escaped.
THE
Capital Bar
LEMPS
and
SCHLITZ
BEER
CalifornialWines "i
Old Taylor Whiskey
Phone Orders Attended To rrcrrptly
Herrmann had claimed Frank Chance
at the waiver price of 11500, possibly
with the view of using him as man- - Sikeston, Mo. "For seven years Isuf
ager should the Tinker deal fall fprod everything. I was in bed for four
"What happened to Murphy?" Murphy has lost any popularity lie
threatens to become as popular a say-- ; ever had. Frank Chance made thejtig as "Who hit Billy Patterson?" t Cubs and it' was Chance and his play-'- J
A deep-roote- d suspicion exists that i era who drew the crowds and ran Mur-afte-r
November 2ti.wh.at happened tojphy's shoe string into hundreds o(
JHurphy will make National league '. -
fans chortle.
' For'' on this date the National league! . ..' ' -'
ithrough.r.,.
i the average relative humidity was 29
per cent. The afternoon was marked
by increasing cloudiness and a brisk
southeast wind made the night stormy,
especially for those who have no trees
around their domiciles. A light snow!
fell over the mountains.
" BLANKETS IN GREAT VARIETY j
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
Memorandum Pads on good' paper
at less than the cost of the paper at
the New .Mexican' office. '10 pounds)
for 50 cents, '" . ' , - ,j
Self respect requires clean teeth,!
possibly only with care with twice-a-- j
day brushing by you. Get a tooth
brush today. Zook's Pharmacy.
THE AMERICAN LADY CORSETS
...What Herrmann will dc with Chance
now, is open to speculation, If ho
elects to, he can use Frank as the best
trading proposition loose in the league,
or five days at a time
every month, and so
weak I could hardly
walk. I cramped and
had backache and
headache, and was
so nervous and weak
that I dreaded to see
anyone or have any-
one move in the room.
Ipioviding Chance agrees to play. 55 San Francirco St. Ifccr.e 23SW.As every other club in the league
waived on Chance, there is a faint pos--
convenes to investigate charges made,
by Horace Fogel, involving President
Lynch of the league.
Fogel is president of the Philadel
rhia club.
Murphy is president of the Chicago
club.
sibility that he may go to the Ameri
wmim medicine to ease me ALTHE. WHITE H?U.S: It ismore Aoout tne txmoitonat those tun. . , und said that I ought to
can league, but it is very faint indeed,
although Frank Farrell, owner of New
York, would give his right, arm al-
most, to get him.
Charley Ebbetts and Murphy have
always been little pals, so it is taken
for granted the Brooklyn magnate
united In marriage by Judge Rob-
erts. Hiss Brewer, known in law
offices as "Judge Brewer," and "The
Honorable Xellie," is famed through-
out New Mexico as being the ' only
woman who has passed the bar ex-
aminations and practices law in the
state, That she has won the admira-
tion and respect of her fellow law-- -
C. P. Talt, of Cincinnati, the presi-
dent's brother, is backer of both clubs.
Taft bought the Phillies at Murphy's
suggestion and .Murphy appointed
Fogel president, thereby fostering
syndicate baseball.
have an operation. I would not listen to
that, end wh n a friend of my husband
told hjn aboi.'. LydiaE. Finkham's Veg-
etable Compomd and what it had done
for his wife, I was willing to take it.
generally supposed that a city plan
must be put in operation immediately
and all its provisions executed at
once. We know that the plan is only
a scheme for development, a program
of events to be followed one after the
other as the occasion permits. Ac-
cordingly let us say so." Arnold W.
will stand with the C. Murphy, inas-- 1
much as he also wants Joe Tinker to j Now I look the picture of health and feel
' like it, too. I enn do my own housework, yers is proven by the fact that at
least one of the association has val--- !
tied her services so highly that he
.' A letter, carrying the alleged signa-
ture of "Fogel, appeared in a Chicago
newspaper, charging President Lynch
with helping the Giants win the 1912
pennant by assigning certain umpires
to the Polo grounds.
Brunner of X w York City lawFANCY LINENS, TABLE LINENS has persuaded her to join nis
hoe my garden, and milk a cow. I can
entertain company and enjoy them. I
can visit wb.-- I choose, and walk as far
as any ordinary woman, any day in the
month. I vish I could talk to every
suffering woman and girl." Mrs. Dema
Bethune, Sikeston, Mo.
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
; Pathe Weekly and vaudeville
the Elks' Sunday night.
. That Exhibiton Plan "It is gener
firm. The firm hereafter will be
known as Pierce and Pierce, with law
offices in Albuquerque. "And the law-i-s
like unto this, that ye shall love
your neighbor as yourself."
MUQPHY 5 TRADING
M ATI! R I AL
thousands.
Murrayville, 111. "I have taken Ly-- ally feared that business will be inter- -
Fogel has denied that he wrote the
letter, but he tried to recover the orig-
inal nevertheless without success.
Who is the mysterious author?
Some profess to see the features of
C. W. Murphy through the veil of
mystery surrounding the letter writer.
Murphy discharged Chance as man-- j j: tp r : I ' ' ,. T - . . .11.. 1 . i 'urn 1. 1 111.10111 b yumiAJuiiu , nlpted and commerce ruined," saysfor a very Lad case of female trouble Mr. Brunner, discussing city building.ager and now the Cub machine is asfull of cracks as last year's birds' A WORD WITH WOMEN.and it mads me a well woman. My
health was aU broken down, the doctors j pbn ,8 fop the very purpose of encour-- 1 patience the daily misery of backache,L?KtKilILr,,l! aging' "commerce 'and facilitating the! pains about tne hips, blue,' nervousUs Fogel is Murphy's hired man, it
nests. The outlook for 1913 is about
as bright as the inside of a tunnel. '
. Murphy is a politician. He may
have aces up his sleeve that will en-
able him to laugh at Lynch's investi-
gation.
is suggested he might have signed the
letter to hold his job. nHaction of business." See the plan spells dizziness and urinary disor-- Tso that I began taking Compound.
oinnv rowpII Sw T tm tfco i t the; Old Palace Monday night. ?, Hers, hopeless of relief, because she. Lynch is after Murphy's hide. He
doctors and was saved from the pen lnsure With Hayward and Rest Con-- doesn't know what is the matter.It is not true that every pain inHis best cards are Chance, Tinker
and Sheckard, wanted by other team
tion." Mrs. Charles Moobb, R. R.
No. 3, Murrayville, 111. ' j ! HE LATEST DRESS TRIMMINGS
'AND LACES, AT THE WHITE
UTAH VS. COLORADO COLLEGE. HOUSE.WHO WROTE THt 0t ETTE Q Salt Lr.Ice Citv. Utah. Nov. 10. - ' : The Public Officials entrusted with;
wants it at headquarters as a warning
to magnates having the trouble bee,
.Lynch knows Fogel is .the goat and
will not be content with the resigna-
tion of the Philadelphian.
Backed by Barney Dreyfus and John
T. Bush, Lynch demands action. "No
whitewash" is his slogan. He has the
chance to prove himself a powerful
personality. He must make good or
resign as president. If ae "gets" Mur- -
as managers. Murphy can trade these
men for players who will strengthen
the Cubs and he can demand the vot-
ing support of the magnates he trades
with to defeat Lynch.
Barney Dreyfus and the element he
N'either ih ' University of Utah nor ; the care of a city, mindful of their re--manage his team next season. Nap
the back, or hips is trouble "peculiar
to the sex." Often when the kidneys
get congested and inflamed, such
aches" and pains follow.
You can tell it is kidney trouble
if the secretions are dark colored and
contain sediment; the passages are
too frequent, or scanty. Don't ex-
pect them to get well alone.
Doan's kidney pills have won the
praise of thousands of women. They
Should Murphy have the strength to
force a whitewash a minority report
with barbs will be brought in by Drey-
fus et al.
Garry Herrmann may line up with
Murphy, now that he has secured Joe
Tinker to manage his Red Legs.
Before he landed Tinker, Garry
represents are for clean basebalL
Dreyfus will not mix with Murphy on
Colorado t ollege expected a walkover sponsibilities, must be convinced that
In the foctball game today on Cum- - city planning is a sensible, serious
ming's fif !d. This uncertainty' and proposition. Once assure them of the
fine weather brought out a large
'
underlying principles of this great
j p.rovement and we can secure their
j hearty support. The beauty that re- -
COLORADO VS. KANSAS. i suits from the adoption of a good city
Manhaf'an, Kan., Nov. 10. The Col-- i plan will be welcomed by them as by
Rucker is expected to go to Chicago
for Tinker.
The Boston owner will probably line
up with Dreyfus and Brush. Mrs.
Britton, owner of the St. Louis team,
being a woman, it is hard to guess
how she will vote.
phy he will succeed himself in office, any basis. He has never recognized
Lynch is fighting for his job as well as Fogel as president of the Phillies and
to clear himself. he will support Lynch to the end.
all citizens, but the beauty that is our
motive to secure is, like the beauty ofyards through the tackle. He made forward pass was made and it proved
four yards on the next play through to be a success, Flynn to Sheldon, put- -
orado University football eleven will
play the Kansas State Agricultural
College tram here this afternoon. The
local players have trained hard for the
game and expect to make a good show-
ing against their opponents.
PRINCETON 6 YALE 6
THEY PLAYED EACH OTHER TO A STANDSTILL
center. Philbin added one yard, eiv
are; endorsed at home Read this
Santa Fe woman's convincing state-moh- t:
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escuerdo, 105
Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: .
"I have just as high an opinion of
Doan's Kidney Pills today as when
I publicly recommended them in Jan- -
.uary, 1907. For about a year I was
bothered by dull ache and weakness '
across my loins and kidneys. I tired
easily ,and any exertion brought on
severe pains in my back. Hearing
Doan's Kidney Pills highly spoken of,.
I was induced to try them. The re- -
mg Yale's first down. After a couple
of plays Flynn attempted a goal from
all architecture, founded upon a clear,
sensible solution of practical prob-
lems." Thus speaks great Architect
Brunner, of New York City, whose
book on city planning is doing a world
of good to make cities livable as well
as beautiful in this land of many resi-ence-
See some of Mr. Brunner's
ideas carried out at the exhibiton plan
to be open to the public Monday night.
Any dentist or physician can tell
LOCAL ITEMS.
placement from -- the 34 yard line, but
failed. DeWitt punted from Prince-
ton's ten yard line to Yale's 35 yard
line. Yale failed to gain in three
downs and Flynn punted to H. Baker
ting the ball on the Tiger's 40 yard
line.
Pumpley made a field goal from the
50 yard line, tieing the score six to six.
Princeton kicked off. An incompleted
forward pass was made. Another for-
ward pass also hit the ground. On
the first scrimmage "Strew" Baker
made three yards through the center
and the game theri landed the ball in
Princeton's possession on the 30 yard
line and the score 'six to six,
line. Spalding made nine yards on
two line plays. Spalding made a yard
for Yale's first down.
.
.Flynn punted, S. Baker fumbled the
ball and Avery of Yale recovered it
rt..nlnn'a IS lino "Plvnn
55 XX $ . S X son the Tiger's 35 yard line. The Tigers
Princeton, N. J., Nov. 16. Princeton
and Yale played each other to a stand-
still today in their annual football
game on University field. The final
score was Yale 6; Princeton 6.
All the points were made on field
goals. '
H. Baker was the hero for Prince-ten- ,
making two beautiful goals from
field. Flynn kicked a goal from
placement for Yale and Pumpelly won
Yale's you the importance of a tooth brush.dropped back to the twenty yard line Mediately punted and it was33 line.yardfrom where he kicked a beautiful
Gallager substituted for Avery.
Philbin went through the Princeton
THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 10. For
New Mexico: Increasing cloudi-
ness with local rain in central
and east portions tonight or Sun-
day; colder in east portion to-
night.
X X X X X X X X X X'
(.center for five yards and the next play
goal from placement.
Score: Yale 3; Princeton 0.
r punted off to Flynn who
was down on his own 20 yard line.
Yale punted to H. Baker on Prince- -
YALE VS. PRINCETON.
New York, X. Y., ?v'ov. 16. Yale and
suits' proved beyond a doubt that
this remedy lives up to representati-
ons-. The cure it hs brought has
led me to praise it on more than
one occasion." r.
For sale by all dealers. Pricfl 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,".
New York, sole agents for the United
States v
Remember the name Doan's and
.take no other.
undying fame by tieing the score ln
Train your children to its regular use.
Zook has all kind and sizes.
ROYAL SOCIETY PATTERNS IN
ENDLESS VARIETY AT THE WHITE
HOUSE. .
,
.
County Road Board The county
road board met and organized with
the following as officers: President,
Arthur Seligman, of Santa Fe; secre-- '
tary and treasurer, Samuel Romero,
of Nambe. The third member of the
beard is Nicholas Montoya of Golden.
the last minutes of play by a remark- - ton's 35 yard line,
able goal from the fifty yard line. s. Baker made five yards through
Princeton, N. J., Nov. 16. Princeton ieft tackle. DeWitt punted out of
and Yale meet on University field bounds on Yale's 31 yard line. Flynn
this afternoon in one of the premier made on gain around Princeton's left
battles of the season. Indications atjgjdo an(j the" period ended with the
Princeton furnished- the star attraction
on today's football program in the
cast, with the Harvard-Dartmout- h and
Pennsylvania-Carlisl- e games in second
place. Eastern games of leBser im-
portance: Army vs. Tufts at West
Point; Navy vs. North Carolina at Air
napolis; Yale Freshmen vs. Harvard
Freshmen at New Haven.
IN TELEPHONING
The Mew Mexican, tf your business
s about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."
NOBBY FOOTWEAR FOR LADIES,
the start were for a close game. Both
MEN AND CHILDREN AT THE i
The board notified the county com-
missioners that hereafter all expenses
fcr roads and bridges will be made
under the board's supervision. Sec:
retary and Treasurer Romero gave
bond. The road building in future is
to be done in the various counties
with an idea toward permanency and
the residents of the county will be
asked to pay their $3 poll tax .. the
CHICAGO-ILLINOI-
First Chicago, 7; Illinois, o.
Second Chicago, J;, Illinois, 0.
Third Chicago, 1,0; Illinois, 0.
Final Chicago, 10; Illinois, 0.
WISCONSIN-MINNESOT-
First Wisconsin 13; Minnesota, 0.
Second Wisconsin, 14; Minnesota,
WHITE HOUSE.
If it's Real Estate Hayward has it.
Kent, Loonen's and Dupont tooth
brushes are the very best money can
buy, bristles guaranteed. Zook has
them.
It's a good clever act at the Elks'
same as city folks have to do. ' The
Yale shot through the Tiger line to
the Blue's 42 yard line. Spalding put
the ball on the 45 yard line, giving
Yale first down.
Spalding crashed through left tackle
for four yards. Flynn punted to
Princeton's five yard line. H. Baker
ran back 10 yards. DeWitt punted to
Philbin on Princeton's 48 yard line.
Philbin made three yards through
center and Spalding two more. Markle
here took Philbin's place. Flynn fail-
ed for a placement goal from a 40 yard
line. DeWitt punted to the Blue's 23
yard line. Flynn punted to Prince-
ton's 43 yard line, H. Baker taking the
punt. DeWTitt immediately punted
back and the ball went out of bounds.
The quarter ended with the ball in
Yale's possession on Yale's owu 25
yard line.
Score: Princeton 6; Yale 3.
In the third quarter Pumpelly went
in the game again, supplating Markle.
Spalding failed to gain and Flynn
tnade a magnificent punt of GO yards,
which H. Baker gobbled in and ran
15 yards before being downed. With
the ball on the 2S yard line, S. Baker
broke through the Yale team and
planted the ball on the Tiger's 43 yard
line. DeWitt punted to Yale's 2C yard
line.
Flynn punted to H. Baker on the
Tiger's 40 yard line. DeWitt pltfnged
through the line for four yards and
after Yale was penalized vflve yards
for off side, added five more. Yale
tonight and Sunday.
Third Wisconsin, 14; Minnesota, 0. Get Marrlage License Manuel Bar-Fina- l
Wisconsin, 14; Minnesota, 0. ilP1.0 flnfi Mjss OuadaluDita Abevtia
ball on Yale 41 yard line. Up to this
time, Princeton had slightly outrushed
Yale, Score end first period: Yaye,
3; Princeton, 0.
To start the second period, Flynn
punted to Princeton's 20 yard line.
Waller returned the purit and Wheeler
fumbled, Princeton recovering it on
Yale's 30 yard line.
S. Baker made four yards through
left tackle. On the next place H. Baker
kicked a field goal from the 25 yard
line, tieing the score.
Flynn kicked off to Captain Pendle-
ton on his own 35 yard line. Walter
punted to Wheeler on his 25 yard line.
Spalding plunged through center for
two yards. On the third down Flynn
punted to H. Baker on Princeton's 35
yard line.
Waller punted to Wheeler on Yale's
10 yards line. Wheeler made five yards
before being downed. Philbin made
five yards through center. 'Spalding
added five more for the first down. , ,
Flynn gained four yards around end
and then punted to H. Baker in his
county road boards report to the
state highway commission.
For all you do, be comfortable at
night as well as in the day time. You
know that Salmon can keep you look-
ing right and comfortable during the
day and he Can do it at night. See
that advertisement of his today. ' '
MISSOURI-WASHINGTO- took out a marriage license today.
First Missouri U 13; Washington Roth are of Santa Fe.
U., 0. i See our Pajarito Ranch Apple Win- -
Second Missouri U., 33; Washing- - dow at GOEBELS.
ten U 0. PHOENIX PURE SILK HOSE. 4
PRS. FOR $3.00. GUARANTEED FOR
3 MONTHS, AT THE WHITE HOUSE. A NEW LAW FIRM.
"Whom the law hath joined to-
gether."
marriage of unusual interest oc-
curred here Thursday afternoon-wjie- n
Miss Nellie Brewer and ",i Harold
Pierce both of Albuquerque, were
HARVARD-DARTMOUT-
First Harvard, 0; Dartmouth, 0.
Second Harvary, 0; Dartmouth, 0.
Third Harvard, 3; Dartmouth, 0.
First Yale, 3; Princeton, 0.
'Final Yale, 6; Princeton, 0.
MICHIGANrCORNELL.
First Michigan, 7; Cornell, 0;
Final Michigan, 7; Cornell, 7.
PENNSYLVANIA-INDIANS- .
First Pennsylvania, 7; Indians G.
Either One, of Course
t Of course, we give either
numeral or decimal punc-- .
. - Uiation in the printing of
figures. You may' not want
an adding machine to han-
dle dollars and cents.
want it punctu-
ated in a different fashion.
Of course, the Burroughs
way is always a bit in ad--
vance of the actual require-
ments. That implies "wise
anticipation," which is one
of the principles of scientif-
ic management.
We give a combination of
numeral and decimal punc-
tuation in the same machine.
A new idea, of course, but
it is one that is used a
"great deal in practice.
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
W. H. LONG, Sales Mgr.,
To families desiriflg to put up moat
or sausage for winter use I cn de-
liver dressed hogs from 175 pounds
to 200 pounds at 14c . per ., pound.
Frank Owen.
Tonight Elks' theater ' vaudeville
and pictures.
Scratch Pads of all descriptions and
all qualities, 10 pounds for 50 cents.
New Mexican office. ; ' '
Elegantly Furnished Rooms fof rent
The finest rooms in the city, having
own 10 yard line and he ran 28 yards J
before being downed.
Philbin made three yards around Pope Motor Cycle; 4 Horse Power
PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.
Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
left end. Flynn punted to the Tiger's strengthened and after Sheldon went Second Pennsylvania, 20; Indians,!
13.
Final Pennsylvania, 20; Indians,
36. i
elevens were on edge.
The outcome of the contest will have
an important bearing on the final rat-
ing of the "big elevens." Should Yale
win, Princeton with defeats by both
Harvard and Yale, will be out of the
running. Should Princeton win, it
will be either a case of a three corner-
ed tie or the championship for Har-
vard, depending on the outcome of the
Harvard Yale battle next Saturday.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 16. The game
scheduled between Minnesota and
Wisconsin, which was expected to de-
termine the championship of the west-
ern conference out shadowed all other
football contests in the west today.
Michigan and Cornell and Ohio State
"University and Pennsylvania state
University were to engage in inter-section-
contests while Iowa and
Purdue were scheduled for hard
games.
Many games of lesser interest were
to be played, as follows: '.' :
Minnesota vs. Wisconsin, at Minne-
apolis. '
Chicago vs. Illinois, at Urbana.
Michigan vs. Cornell, at Ann Arbor.
Iowa vs. Ames, at Ames.
Purdue vs. Rose Polytechnic, at La-
fayette.
Nebraska vs. Kansas, at Lincoln.
Missouri vs. 'Washington, at Colum-
bia.
Colorado Unievrsity vs. Kansas
State Agricultural, at Manhattan.
Princeton and Yale clashed today
in one of the most important games
ot the foot ball season. Yale took the
goal with the wind at her back. H.
Baker, Princeton, kicked off out of
bounds but the ball was put in play
by Yale for a kick-of- f from the -- Yale
d line. Baker fediued five yards
through the Yale tackle and an off-
side play gave Princeton five yards
more. Then S. Baker went through
tackle for seven yards. On a fake
formation S. Baker failed to gain. De
"Witt went through the line five yards
and Waller added three more.
Waller gained another yard. De
Witt kicked to Yale's d line.
Yale's first scrimmage resulted in a
three yard . gain through center by
Flynn. Flynn punted to Princeton's
40 yard line, S. Baker getting the
ball. Waller hit left tackle for three
yards. S. Baker shot' through the
same hole for three more yards. De
Witt punted to Yale's 30 yard line and
Logan of Princeton fell on the ball.
Waller gained three yards through
center and on the next play Princeton
40 yard line. Waller returned the
punt and it was Yale's ball on the
Blue's 20 yard line.
Spalding gained two yards. B. War
in for Bomeister, DeWitt kicked over
the goal line for a touch back. The
ball was put in play on Yale's 20 yard
line.
Wheeler gained four yards. Flynn
left at tne (actor;.
ren here replaced Pendleton as right
guard for Yale. Flynn kicked to mid-'punte- d to Princeton's 35 yard line and
H. Baker ran the ball back 12 yards.
Women who bear children and re-
main healthy are those who prepare)
their systems in advance of baby's
--nmitiP Unless the mother, aids
NAVY-NORT- CAROLINA A. & M.
Final Navy, 40; North Carolina A.
& M., 0.
VANDERBILT-CENTRAL- .
Final Vanderbi't, 23; Central, 0.
NEBRASKA-KANSA-
First Nebraska, 0; Kansas, 0.
FINALS.
Pennsylvania, 34; Indians, 36.
Brown, 31; Lafayette, 0.
Williams, i2; Amherst, 0.
Army. 15; Tufts, fi.
Yale Freshmen, 17; Harvard Fresh-
men, 18.
Chicago, 10; Indiana, 0.
S. Baker added two yards through
tackle, but on a fake kick failed to
gain. DeWitt punted to Yale's 25 yard
line.
Lof tus took Wheeler's place for
Yale and Arnold took Pendleton's
place in the Yale line. DeWitt punted
to Yale's 1G yard line. Here the third
Box 702, El Paso, Texas.LIGHT SILENT AND BKL1ABLK.
PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe
field and Waller punted over Yale's
goal line.
The ball was put in play on Yale's
20 yard line. After two plays Flynn
punted to their own 38 yard line.
With one down to go H. Baker kick-
ed a field goal from the 15 yard line
amid tremendous cheering. Score:
Princeton, ti; Yale, 3.
Flynn kicked off to Waller on his
own 20 yard line. He returned the
punt to Yale's 45 yard line.
Waller was disqualified for rough
playing and Princeton was penalized
nature in its pre-nat- work the crisis
finds her system unequal to' the de-- I
stands made upon it, and she Is cft:a
left with weakened health or chronic
ailments. No remedy Is so truly a
help to nature as Mother's Friend.
and no expectant mother should fail
State of OhhvCity of Toledo,
Lucas county. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. MINNESOTA VS. WISCONSIN.Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 16. Withhalf the distance to her goal line, the Cheney & Co., doing business in the
aHENRY KRICK&--
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Aztec Sprinj Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe, New Mex.
state ia tllron of enthusiasts here, includball beintr Dut in Dlav on Princeton's City of Toledo, county and ing nearly 1,000 undergraduates from
to use it. It relieves the pain ana
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elas-
tic those fibres and muscles which,
nature Is expanding, prevents numb-
ness of limbs, and soothes the inflam-
mation of breast glands. The system
21 yard line. ;atoresaia, ana tnat sam nrm win pay
t- - rw , nr.ii ' th sum nf nxv. TTTTvrRpr nnr. Madison, and with the streets a riot
' everV color, interest locally today is cen-an- dCornell went in for neeier. Yale LARS for each and case oftwtcred ln tne meeting at Northrop fieldfailed to gain in two scrimmages and f"" t t r,? i this afternoon of the sridiron heroes being thus prepared ' by Mother'sYale was penalized for a foul in the " FRANK " " the Universities of Minnesota and Friend dilpels tie fear that tma crisishne and the ball was put down on L hsorL W isconsin for what is expected to be ; may not be safely met. Mother's
;in my presence, this 6th day of De-- 1 the declsive Dattl2 for football honors Friend assures a speedy and complete
A. D. 1SSG. o! the "blg. nine " recovery for the mother, and she ispossession. cember, iiiv ueiung is z to i in iavor ot wis-- ; left a healthy woman to enjoy tne PEERLESS BARA. W. GLEASON,When the teams resumed play there (geajjwas no change in the lineups from that consin. rearing of herNotary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interat the end of the second quarter. i child. Mother'sFriend is sold at
'drug 8 1 o r e s.Flynn kicked to DeWitt on the 10 nally and acts directly upon the bloodUUI luv Udii in ait. 0 ui u i,ii. FriendWrite for our free
honk for niDect--
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
AND CIGARS
GREGG & COLE, Props.
CHICAGO VS. ILLINOIS.
Jvrbana, 111., Nov. 16. Chicago and
Illinois are scheduled to settle the
title of state championship as well as
their standing in the "big nine" con- -
this point H Baker failed at a field iaru "uv u"u "e uacl1 "u mucous sunaces or tne system
goal from the 30 yard line. ' Flynn I n tne left winS 8nift DeWitt jammed j Send for testimonials, free,
kicked out from Yale s 20 yard line!throu8n Ya,e'8 ueav' line for three F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Ohio
yards and then kicked to Yale's 25 : gold bv all Drueeisls. T!icdowned on the
ant mothers which contains much
valuable Information, and many sug-
gestions of & helpful nature.
MADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., AtUau, Ca.
and H. Baker was
Tiger 25 yard line.
DeWitt punted to
yard line. Take Hall's Family Pills for con ference in their annual gridiron clash
On the next p'av Spalding made sis j stipation. liere today. (Yale's S3 yard
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1912. SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN PAGE FIVE
rjjrwii.aigyiiself has formed an affiliated brtmcli. U
Los Angeles with her army ultrai-- lSOCIETY ! Hats Caps-6lov- esIncorporated 1903Established 1856 LADIES!
You Will Find the
Correct Styles In
MILLINERY
AT
MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK
PRICES
$4.00, $4.50 and $5.00
EACH.
New Fall and Winter Line
Regal Shoes
The most Stylish Lasts In
BLACK AND TAN.
REGALS SOLD AT COST, PLUS 5 PER CENT
Mode
''i'l ill
Caps and Gloves In Every Description and at the Lowest Prices
uu jyurixufuiuuVifV'r'ri"
(Continued From Page Two.)
ol' Chicago, favored the high school
with a twenty minute talk. .Mr. Wil
ton has been engaged all his life lu
educational work of some kiud and has
been a close student of literature. In!
his talk to the Santa Fe high school he
gave a reading and an interpretation
from Kugene F. Ware, the Kansas
poet, who wrote a book of moods un-
der the signature of Ironquill; also a
selection and an interpretation from
Kipling-- .
Among those who visited the high
school this week, the sophomore re-- i
porters picked up the following in
passing: AY. W. Robertson, of Okla-
homa City; F. T. Rhodes, of Chicago;
'it. R. Larkin, Las Vegas; Harry Wil-
son, Chicago; Mrs. I'arnell, Las
Vegas, and from this city, Mrs. Bro-ga-
Mrs. Andrews. Rev. McCullough,
Profs. Wood arid Clark,
This week the physics class, under
the direction of Principal Lougee was
performing the experiment of making
JULIUS H. GERDES
mm . if. jwmrLliltil T
n r i-- nri iriHBBRi
AUULr btLIUmAN
UNDERWEAR
Suits and Coats SpecialsPreserver of Good Health. Made of PureLinen Yarn, affording the wearer com-
fort and warmth at all times. ice by the rapid evaporation of ether. ''n orue game. Mrs. tail liishop won;
Among the visitors present who mani- - tlle ladies' prize and Frank McCatie
feeted great interest in this novel ex--i the l)rize awarded to the gentlemen.
periment were Prof. Clark, Wood and1 Aflel' " dainty supper had been serv-
Larkin. ed ,lle ruK8 were rolled back and
The following girls represented the 'everyone enjoyed a merry dance,
Santa Fe High School Glee club at the wit1' all the new figures and ra:;s in-- ,
State Teachers' association at Albu- - eluded. Mr. and Mrs. Moore proved'
1U . U , .
CLUETT & ARROW BRAND SHIRTS AND COLLARS
All the Newest Patterns n fine
PERCALES and MADRAS
$10.00 Suit for $ 6.65
13.50 w a 8.65
15.00 10.45
SAN
ngrriiwirmtffiflm iiiiiniiM ii iin niaii iii i iMiiTWTfil NMAN BROS
w w
:::: INSURE WITH IIAVWAKI) A!D KfcM lUMt.M. ::::
INSURE AND BE SURE
When in doubt, hesitate, meditate,
then call on or phone
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
querque last week: Dorothy Hay -
ward, Dorothy Safford, Gertrude
Oormley, Kvelyn McBride, Phyllis
Maynes, Lulu Kirck, Jean Low, Helen
Knapp, Nellie Xushaum, Miriam Was-son- ,
Esther Pollard and Consuelo Ber- -
gere. 1 hey were in charge of Miss
! Hutson as chaperon and Miss Bishop
jas director., The girls appeared twice
oi) the program and each time re-
sponded, to a generous encore,
The Misses. Leila and Mabel Laws
spent the vacation with their- parents
at Estancia.
.Miss Anita Wientge, .Miriam Cart-- j
wright and Anna Dorman were" in Al- -
buquerciue last week.
,Tuesday was Indian dance
Tesuque, but as the high school had
lost quite a little time by reason of
the oratorical contest and teachers'
convention at Albuquerque, no vaca-- i
tion was allowed on that day. We
scholars realizing the many pleasures
land favors granted to us by our ne"w
faculty decided to pay a tribute to
our teachers for their kindness to us,
and for the first time in ten years not
one played truant.
We were pleased to learn that our
superintendent, Prof. J. H. Wagner
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,
.
r
IN. 6. LAUGIILIN, President.
J. B. LAMY,
FOR SAL
was elected a member of the commit-- ! makeB a" effective background for!"""
"; "U"""C'T "B0rc(1 of rejoicing to every citizen ot
.,,tithe snlenflid nliotoeranhs.tM nf stot rn,,nii f numerous
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R FURNITURE CO.
Are Showing This Week
A Complete Line of
Parlor Suits, Sofas and
Rocking Chairs.
Everything in the Furniture Line
11 UNDERTAKING A SPECIALTY.
om House with Bath and Electric Light s ;
lot has a frontage of 150 feet, 50 fruit trees and
lawn. Location one block and a half from State
Capitol Building.
lions, can afford to upend half a nil!--
lion dollars in building n museum,
what Bhonld Santa Fe do with the
Museum and building already j
to the town?
nCfOMAI AT UAMC 'lElf UlWJriL M I iJUl'lt.
Mrs. Henry AVoodruff entertained
informally Tuesday when she received
some twenty of her friends at her
charming home during the afternoon
and evening. In the forenoon a du'ii
or so ladies brought their sewing ami
spent a delightful afternoon, which,
was concluded with a delicious lunch-- :
eon. In the evening the men were
also guests of Air. and Mrs. Woodruff
and it pleasant evening was enjoyed
around the cheerful fireside.
CARD CLUB DANCE
.Mr. and Mrs. Leroy u. i:oore enlei-- ;
tained at their hospitable homo Thurs-
day evening in honor bf the members
of the Thirteen club and llieir hits-- .
bauds. Being a bridge club the lirst
I)lirl of tlle evening was devoted u the
lm'""',v 10 ue ucn cnarming Hosts
that the guests were reluctant to1
leave the gay party even when!
thoughts of the "eight o'clock toinor- -
row morning" made them look toward
the clock.
RECEPTION
.Monday night the New-Ol- Santa
Fe Exhibition will be opened with a
public reception at !):3(l o'clock. The
affair will be given in honor of the
visiting Masons who will attend the
reception in a body alter the con-
ferring of degrees has been complet
ed tor that evening. The public is
.'cordially invited to be present at this
i tt-ptiu- which win ue neiu on uie
western end of the Palace of the Gov-
ernors.
It will not only be an opportunity
for meeting the distinguished Ma-
sons, but will give the people of San-t- ,
Fe a chance to see the splendid
wbrk begun and designed by the city
planning board.
The walls in the rooms in the
western end of the museum have
been covered witn red burlap which
adds much to their 'richness and also
water color sketches and ground f
Plans which are framed and hung
there. The photographs are mostly!
the work of Jesse Nusbaum who has
Deen untiring in hunting out all the j
quaint and picturesque corners and!
bits of scenery and perpetuating
has made several of the water color
sketches showing the artistic way in j
which the old towa may be remod-- J
eled. Norman King- and the city en-- 1
glneer, John Walker have added
their energies- toward making the
ideas practical with ground plans and
dimensions showing how the ideas j
may be carried out. itOne of the most striking features
of the exhibit is the plaster models
of the old buildings around Santa
Fe. They show in the most graphic
way possible, the charm of this tvne
plicates of the San Miguel church,
the Garita, the Palace of tlie Gov- -
ernors and the proposed arches.
The reception will be one of the
society events of the season. The
receiving line will be headed by Gov-- 1
emor and Mrs. McDonald, who will
introduce the guests to Mr. and Mrs.
S. G. Morley, Dr. and Mrs. E. J..
Hewett, Mr. and iMrs. S. G. Cart- -
wright and Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Dor-ma-
There will be music throughout
the evening furnished by the Ramirez
orchestra, who are members of the
national guard band. The program
includes southern melodies, the lat-
est popular rags and many Spanish
airs.
The civic department of the Worn-- !
an's club will have charge of the so- -
cial end of the reception and the re--!
freshments and are doing all in their
power to insure the success of the
evening. The world and his wife
will be there, so be sure to come and
bring yours.
NUGGETS
The following nuggets will be used
on posters at the New-Ol- d Santa Fe
Exhibition Monday night:
"SEE SANTA FE FIRST."
There are 17 people in Santa Fe
today for every year of the city's his-
tory. The world's record for slow
growth. Whose fault is it? YOURS!
Santa Fe was the capital of the
WESTERN THIRD of the United
States 200 years before San Francis-
co, Los Angeles or Denver were even
on the map.
Santa Fe was a thriving city when
Denver was rolling prairie. Wake
up Santa Fe, all out for Judgment as
Day.
The only apparent drawback to
Santa Fe's prosperity is Santa Fe
herself. Well, what of it? Let the!
old burg sleep. She's old enough to
know better if she wants to.
OUR WAR CRY.
Santa Fe, the Tourist Center of
the Southwest!
If San(a Fe had grown in the past
three centuries the way she is going
to grow in the next three decades,
she would have made London look be
like Pojoaque long ago. of
You can not sidestep your destiny;
ifeither can Santa Fe hers. Whether
she wants to or not makes little dif-
ference to destiny who has declared
that the old town is bound to become
at the Teachers' convention at Albu- -
querque. He is also chairman of the
executive committee which has charge
of the general arrangements for the
meeting to be held in Albuquerque
next year.
The exhibit of work of tlle Santa Fe
was second to none. The drawing and
hand work of the grades was espec- -
ially fine while the manual training
products, tlie sewing and canned goods j
attracted much attention from the
stream of visitors. All of the exhibits
was brought back to Santa Fe except
the canned goods, which were turned
over to a charitable organization for
distribution among the worthy poor on
tnanksgiving day.
SOUTHWEST MUSEUM.
OF STETSON' HATS IN THIS CITY
Lion special Hats at $3.50
and other hats run
$1.50, $2.50 and $3.00
S0KHiE3H's3O.eaEEIIM3K2EZIlK?KSi
iiiiii iiiiiiii
Uill bUUUD
$12.00 Coal for $7.25
15.00 8.45
18.00 u 12.00
ST., PHONE 180. i
H AY WARD HAS II.
ir,io1. wm in. v.cif....... t ll I flirarpct finrl 'I
and inspect our COLPLETE tt
ft
PL A I hi) WAkh fi
San coVOMHTif Sheet1 a j
JDIW
INSURANCE
Fire, Life. Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants,; Etc
Surety Bonds
Of All Kinds.
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA FF NEW MEXICO
Utlllt IOI .he New Mexican. It i.
(working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state
New Mexican want ads. always
bring returns.
Work for the New Mexlcau. Et is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
tho new state.
IO. C. WATSON & CO. j
s;....-- -- , gu,i ii,.
INSURANCE RcAL fcblAlr. MKtlY BUNDS.
Phone, Red 189.
S THE NEW mi FRENCH COLLAR 5
AND YOKE.
AMhP'ASHIHN' DIICRKKS THATD Ciuiuipes hum worn with em'hand every ciisuime she busfur Viu tins seus'in. Theg uliovc dielum is a fommute one. for it
Ja tflves a perfnut finish lo yourtiown, norB does imytliinn else gwo, su mliniralily
M the elTeul of youth as hcuutirul white& dressinu t necl, unci ihront. Tlie ni-t--
fill eos'.uojer and dosivner knows howg to do this. The MKrtCf H7TINU miliariind deei) or shallow yoke enn only lie
made to lit when ii is lo he worn us a
se iml iite yarn, ml mmle to your measure,
?$ unil lined llUe liny oilier iiiinnent.in murte on it Mrnn; m i boiiv and may heil made of uny kind of liishioimlile Itn-- or
ia net. . . I'necs i iine from $;.;, up,
aeiuirdinw to ijuaiiL.v of lime used.
thill uud sea the ems uiul leave your
meuKure for one nt
THE W. H. GOEBEL CO. i
If or by uppointuii'm. To: ( Y 4. H
itsatKnrat: mm,mm mS.
ScjhooUf JDajicins: & DeportmenT
Mrs. Test's Classes in Fireman's Hall
Oblldrn'K I'hiss nevius Siit.Oct.2fi. 2 p.m.
Hitfh School Miitmee Km. (let. 26, 4 p. uj
Adult Class, niday. Miv. 1st. 8 to V p. in
5 Assembly, b ndity. .Nov 1st, li to 11.80 p. 111. jf Private Jjessotu,, r uncy Dunclng Tuug
the greatest touriiit city in this coun-- !
try.
In a 307 mile handicap race, Albu-- ;
querque gave Santa Fe a handicap of
101 miles and after this tremendous
concession passed her opponent at
the 285th mile, winning in a walk.
Get me Steve?
If you suffer from chronic indiges-
tion and grouch, and cannot boost
for Santa Fe, please don't knock. In
other words if you won't get on tlie
bandwagon don't put sand in the
gear-box- , we can grind ahead without
you but it strains tlie machinery.
MASONIC DEDICATION!
The Masonic Cathedral is to be dedi- -
Santa Fe. The structure is unrivaled
in New Mexico in beauty and unique- -
ness. Could there have been a more
inspiring model than the old Alhambra
ot Spain which has always stood for
the highest type of beauty and ro-
mance in Spain?
In connection with the question ot
modeling all buildings in Santa Fe
along the lines of Mexican and Span-
ish architecture, several persons have
spoken of the new cathedral as being
so entirely foreign to Santa Fe. But
when one thinks of it, this marvelous
example of Moorish architecture is
really the most fitting type to be erect-- !
ed in Santa Fe, for to a certain extent
is the grand sire of the architecture
of New Mexico.
Moorish Influence predominated
over all Spanish culture at the time
when the explorers came to this coun-tiy- .
Naturally when they built homes
in the new world their thoughts turn-
ed to their castles in Spain and the
new homes were in as far as possible
an imitation of the old. In the very
old doorways one finds here the point-
ed arch which was a simplified Moor-
ish arch predominated. That the
arches later became more rounded and
then square was probably due to the
crude necessities which the early
pioneers underwent and the fact that
they were becoming more and more
weaned away from the old country.
In the daytime the high tower of the
Masonic cathedral stands out distinct- -
ly against the sky whenever one may
catch a glimpse of it. The entire build- -
ing is tinted in the soft pink tones of
the original Alhambra, which adds
greatly to its distinctive appearance.
At night the gleam of the bonfire burn-
ing before it brings out all that Is
stately and romantic in its pictur-
esque outline.
The exercises at the Cathedral 'will
begin Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock
(Continued on page eight).
PAST FIFTY? YOU
NEED "CASCARETS
What Glasses Are to Weak
Fyes Cascarets Are To
Weak Bowels.
Most old people must give to the
bowels some regular help, else they
suffer from constipation. The condi-
tion is perfectly natural. It is just
natural as it is for old people to
walk slowly. For age is never so
active as youth. The muscles are less
elastic. And the bowels are muscles.
So all old people need Cascarets.
One might as well refuse to aid weak
eyes with glasses as to neglect this
gentle aid to weak bowels. The
bowels must be kept active. This is
important at all ages, but never so
much as at fifty.
Age is notli time for harsh physics.
Youth may occasionally whip the
bowels into activity. But a lash can't
used every day. What the bowels
the old need is a gentle and nat-
ural tonic. One that can be con-
stantly used without harm. The only
such tonic is Cascarets and they cost
only 10 cents per box at any drug
store. They work while you sleep.
... nri - - C . C? nee. .
rtk I nc people ui ouia itBest Jewelry Store in the CityM LINE of
"AI AIN Nil Vr.K
119 San Francisco St.- ,- :
41 I 1 1 I I !
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two cesirable patterns, the
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
Juuay raarKa Ule grouna ureaKingiof architecture. The credit for themfor the Southwest Museum in Los is dlle AdaulaPercy and j. H, MorioyAngeles, which is affiliated branchan who have spared no eflort jn makingof the School of Archaeology here. It them the most exact nnd artmtie do- -
ffl Boliahlp JewplPT H Cv- - 1 I, WMULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 66-6- t Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
Next Door to
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
jFamily Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St. SANTA FE, N. M.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier- -
Vice - President.
A HOME
AT A BARGAIN
J
4
: oania re, new mexico.
!
Postoff ice,
NEW MEXICO.
Quick Returns !
Telephone 9 W
Twinges of rheumatism, backache,
stiff joints and shooting pains all show
your kidneys are" not working right.
Urinary irregularities, loss of sleep,
nervousness, weak back and sore kid-
neys tell the need of a good reliable
kidney medicine. Foley Kidney Pills
are tonic, strengthening and restor-
ative. They build up the kidneys and
regulate their action. They will give
you quick relief and contain no habit
forming drugs. Safe and always sure.
Try them. For sale by all druggists.
New Mexican want 4s. eJWfvys
bring returns.
Why Wait? j
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician,
E. LAS VEGAS,
Accurate Work
starts off with an endowment of over
a third of a million dollars and a rare
collection of archaeological finds for
the museum walls.
It may le rememuered that I,ob
Angeles was one of the many cities to
petition for the School of American
Archaeology which was finally given
to Santa Fe. l.os Angeles realized the
importance of such an institution and
since she could not get the school it- -
H. HUE SCO,
Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
E 1912 "SS
ENGLISH WALNUTS
ALMONDS
New York State
Buckwheat
Flour.
Fresh Self-Raisi- ng
Buckwheat.
New Citron,
Lemon Orange Peel,
Seeded Raisins, Currants
Sweet Cider, x
H. S. KAUNE 5 CO.
Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Ouslity,
ELKS' THEATRE!
Wednesday, Nov. 20
LITT & DINGWALL'S Production of.
the Most Popular American I
Play Ever Written. ;
A THRILLING. PICTURESQUE!
AND ROMANTIC STORV OF
KENTUCKY LIFE
The Spirited andIn Exciting Horse Race
The Famous Kentucky I
Thoroughbred Queen Bess; j
The Rolickinj Fun of thev--r iv Inimimitable Pickaninnies! i
Kentucky!
Written by C. T, DAZEY'
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attenticn end Ike Ecst
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
The Strongest & Most Expensive Cast;
the Play Has Ever Had tlTplpphnne 194 W., ROOITI U
;i
m GASPER ST.
r aakes a live town,
a live cr. Read it.
.MAIL YOU $1
,f old False Teeth send us.
sps id for old Gold, Silver.
, Uroken Jewelry and Pre- -
SFVDBT BETrRN MAIL
.ELTING & 1EFIMNG CO.
'ABUSHED20 YEARS :
itnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.
TO DENTISTS
. jvvourGold filings. Gold Scraps
num. Eigne;! prices paid-
'
KENTUCKY THOKOlGnBKfcl)
U . . HORSES .
The Famous Pickaninny Brass Band J
Price, 75 Cts., $1.00 and $1.50J
Seats at Fischers Monday.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you. can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.
it
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA. CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, S250.C
Santa Fe New Mexican R. J. L. A. HUGHES,
Vice-Preride-
PALEN,
President.
1 rsJaKk.?
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
The Santa Fe New Mexican Published Dally
The New Mexican Review English Weekly
El Nnevo Mexlcano Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J. Wight Glddlngs Editor
William F. Brogan Associate Editor
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State. Organized in 1870.
Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing condi-
tions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank Is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-
t-day needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Ac-
counts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Ex-
change Sales and Purchases effected. Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givin- g bank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your 'banking
business.
HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.
SeasonTNow Open for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of it. Now is the
time. Send for Illustrated Booklet.
VALLEY RANCH, N. MTHE VALLEY RANCH,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
ally, par yon by mall $5.0 Dally Per Quarter, by mall 11.25
Dally, tli months, ky mall 12.50 Daily per quarter, by carrier $1.60
Weekly, per year $1.00 Weekly, six months. 60 SANTA FEANS
AROUSED O'ER
TIN CAN EVIL
THE BYSTANDER
SEES ITAS
of the world, and the people here are
beginning to wake up.
We cannot deny that Santa Fe lias
had a long, long nap, but it is over and
we are getting into the publicityi
game with enthusiasm and determina-- i
tion. We are going to show the world
what we have here and who we are
and what we have been in the past
centuries, in the history of America.
"All of Today's News Today" FRANK McKANE,
Assistant Cashier.
J. B. READ,
Cashier.
THE POOR PEDESTRIAN.
In this age of swift riding, whether j
on th,e ground or in the air, the poor
pedestrian does not appear to have
a show for his alley. I notice here
Since the inauguration of Tin Can
Day, Mayor Celso Lopez has been a
busy man.
"You are wanted at the telephone,"
said one of the mayor's friends at 9
o'clock this morning. The mayor took
down the receiver.
"I like your idea of Tin Can day,"
said the speaker, "but I wish to know
Every outsider who comes and looks FOUR PER CENT (4) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITSand who has the eye to see,in Santa Fe and it is so in other us over
cities throughout the country, that ad the heart to appreciate, says to
the sidewalks are largely appropriat- - j r People. "You don't know what youPHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
.i i... .i... v.: ,.. , ... have here.
"iuewalk may! el- - we are ginning to find out! If Santa Ke New Mexican is waxingi ultis, weuponjput an(J we are Barca8tic when it announced that you
soon expect to see the motorcycle, see i included the circle drive to be freed
;wh,rlmg its popping away along our, j0g8 Xusbaum picture cards will do
' from the tin can innovation? Mr.
streets in that portion which is sup-- RP)nething toward j(, for they will Mayor, they are not removing tin cans
j posed to be given to us poor fellows haye ft vpry ,arge Bale and win be ad- - j from the circle drive but are dump- -
who have to walk. nljre(j by everybody. ing more of the scenery-destroyer- s atOf course we understand this no-- j Tiley wj)i do their part toward put-- 1 both ends of the drive."
ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used. "
Send for Price List and Full Information.
THIS WONDERFUL PERIOD.
There never was such a wonderful period! We never before knew so
much or could do so much. We never experienced an age of equal comfort.
So part of yesterday was as glorious as this hour.
The hundred years behind us are jammed and evammed with achieve-
ments that out balance the sum total of progress since the beginning of the
eessity or using biianus norses only, ting Santa Fe on the map.
is but the carrying out of that old
The mayor then said a few things.
"It is, alas, true," he declared to a
representative of the New Mexican.
1 19 Don Caspar Avenue. HMagna Charla. bit of philosophy, "the rich they ride
The nveraee mechanic niovs luxuries that Midas, with all his wealth, in chaises but. the poor they walk!" "Explanation? Failure to carry out
orders. But we shall not stand fpr
this, not a minute longer than neces-- j
sary. The can carriers must find an-- i
other place to dump the cans we want
THE CHURCHES
CATHEDRAL CHURCH.
November 10, 1912.
24th Sunday after Pentacost.
First Mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
Second Mass at H:30 a. m. Sermon
English.
And now it seems that they are not
even given permission to walk with-
out the constantly appearing danger
of a speeding bicycle on the narrow
stretch of territory which is supposed
to be the, personal property of the
man who can't afford to ride.
It really does seem as if the streets
were wide enough to permit those
who are possessed of vehicles, be
they two wheeled or lour wheeled, to
in
could not command. The college freshman has more lval information in his
little finger than the erudition of the t'oremost scholar of the Renaissance.
We have done more to put existence, on a sane, logical and definite basis
than the sum total of our ancestors clear through to the apple eaters of
Eden.
A mere hundred years ago even the scientist thought that the atmos-
phere wa3 space that gas was only a smell.
The first microbe hadn't disclosed his identity.
Metchnikoff's announcement of battling hosts in every drop of human
blood would have earned him a padded cell.
The best illumination George Washington could secure came from tallow-dips- ,
lighted by striking a spark from flint and steel.
Everv piece of fabric was woven by hand.
:!0 ay m. Sermon
to get rid of."
At 10 a. m. the mayor was called up
by a prominent official who told him
where a large tin can assemblage was
to be found back of a stately looking
edifice on Lincoln avenue. "We shall
get right after them," said the mayor.
THE PALACE
SANTA FE, N. M.
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
Third Mass at 10:
Spanish.
At 4 o'clock p. in., Rosary and Bene- -
And he did. Ithatprogress without appropriating The mayor answered calls most of
the day. This shows that Santa Fe
has awakened to the Tin Can evil.
The only horse-powe- r was four-legge- and wore a tail. portion or our streets which is sup- -
The steam boat was still building on the ways of Fulton's brain, and the posed to be devoted to those of us
wheels of the steam engine had only moved in Stephenson's head. j W'ho go to and from.our home by that
It took Benjamin Franklin two weeks to send a letter from Boston and j method of locomotion which nature
ciiction.
LADY OF GUADALUPE.
First mass 7 a. in. Second mass
9:30 a. m. Sermon in Spanish and
English.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN.
B. Z. McCollough, minister.
"Go home to thy friends and tell
them what great things the Lord had
done for thee."
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Fred
superintendent. Morning wor-
ship, 11 o'clock. Theme "Making our
HOTEL ARRIVALS. European Rate,
$1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up,
gave to us when she let us loose in
this funny old world.
It has always been and always will
be. the portion of certain ones to ride '
and certain others to walk because
there will never come a time in this
get a reply from Baltimore.
Abraham Lincoln's angular frame never reposed in a Pullman berth.
Garfield called a twenty-da- y '"liner" an ' ocean greyhound."
It is hardly a year since the father of antiseptic surgery was gathered to
his fathers.
Electric light, trolley cars, bicycles, automobiles, department stores,
skyscrapers, ten-cen- t collars, tinned salmon, airships, penny newspapers,
appendicitis and power cranes are infant ideas still toddling in their diapers.
Thirty years ago, electricity had never been hitched to a wheel; gun-
powder was the most powerful explosive; subways weren't considered within
range of possibility.
"Impossibility" is now an word with a definition but not a
life when inequalities do not exist and country, God's country. Special
when some persons are given privi-
leges and benefits which others can
never achieve. So as one of the walk- -
Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
steam heat, electric lights.
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
music. There will be no Junior Endeav-- :
or tomorrow. Senior Endeavor 6:45.
p. m. No evening service. Beginning
with Wednesday evening this churchers, and one, who, from present ap--'pearances, will always have to walk, I in conjunction with St. John's M. E.meaning. Almost every dream ot tne past is a reality coaay
PALACE.
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Winchester, Al-
buquerque.
A. S. Graham, Albuquerque.
H. O. Burstim, Socorro.
Mr. and Mrs. V. K. Cogbegan,
Dublin.
T. L. Mulligan, New York.
Ike G. Nathan, New York.
Mrs. Earl T. Wiley, Lyden.
T. S. Cooper, Kansas City.
C. J. Palmer, Kansas City.
T. S. Webb,' Willard.
Charles C. Collins, Denver.
J. B. Pfiffner, Dubuque, la.
S. J. Rose, San Diego.
George H. Webster, Jr., Cimarron.
E. C. Crampton, Raton.
Olem Russell, Kansas City.
Nestor G. Brown, Kansas City.
The magic cities and the fairy kingdoms of your grandmother aren't
Dlead in lhalf t my pedestrian com- - churchi win celebrate Home Mission
half so wonderful as the world in which you live. , , "f Mldre week. On Wednesday evening there i
The wizards, elves, pixies, gnomes and djins of legend, lumped together,;"1 wurMIM ol U1L e'wjn be addresses, on "Immigration
years as we've accomplished in the nave aiayH oeeii leu io ueneve were and Mormollsln; Thursday evening
constructed for our benefit. Let the a(lfires8es on "Educational Work"
never did as much in all their historied
last decade.
0 vehicles take their proper place here-- , an(j 'Island Missions;" Friday even
alter ana nae m tne road. ing addresses on "Indians," "Ne- -
groes," and "Asiatics in the U. S."
These services will take place in the
Presbyterian church at 7:45. Come
out and learn something of the Home
The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
Judge and Mrs. M. C. Mechem, So- -
HAVE A CARE.
I have had attention called several
times of late to the San Francisco and
Don Gaspar streets corner.
The particular matter that was
touched upon was the failure of auto
drivers to take proper precaution in
Mission problems of our country, and corro
WE FORGET.
William Wolf, one of the founders of Kansas City, has been sent to the
poorhouse there at the ago of S9.
That is a sad commentary on life.
It is the way of the world, though. Those who are In prosperity too often
forget those in adversity, even when their good fortune is the outgrowth of
the foresight and the labor of those whom later misfortune overcame. The
age iu which we live, with all its wonders and its advance in many ways,
has lost in others.
It is ail one tremendous, frenzied, frantic rush for gain.
We are money mad.
Existence has become a struggle and to win has become the one thought
help make this country, God's coun-- (
try.
giving warning to pedestrians by blow-- l
ing the auto horn.
San Francisco street is very narrow
and often the traffic becomes congest- -
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.Large Sample Rooms.
anu ovei imisiei nig aiiiuiwuii. e(j bo that the chance for an accident
.No matter it, in lurious. oistracieu contest, me leei oi me tiiruiigei ui there is big unless the greatest care is
observed by vehicles, especially auto-- i
mobiles.
It has grown to be a custom with
CHURCH OF THE HOLY FAITH.
(Rev. Leonidas Smith, rector).
Services November 17th (24th
Sunday after Trinity).
S a. m. Holy Communion.
9:45 a. m. Sunday school and Bib'e;
class. Adults are invited to enter tne
Bible class.
11 a. m. Morning prayer and ser-- '
mon on the text: "Felix Trembled."
Service of evening prayer, choral,;
with address on the Sundays during
Advent, beginning December 1st, at
7:30 p. m. Instructions before Con- - j
fiimation will begin the first week in;
December.
Order of music, November 17th: j
Processional "Alleluia, Sing to ,)es- -
j auto drivers to swing around this cor-- : How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
MONTEZUMA.
W. H. Rhodes, St. Louis.
B. M. Aitken, Colorado Springs.
R. C. Cobbett, Tesuque.
M. L. Kahn, Pueblo.
E. A. Jones, Albuquerque.
Daniel P.
.Mimbrone, Helena, Mont.
C. M. Buyanelly, Albuquerque.
W. S. Watson, Denver.
Frank O. Roy, Colorado Springs.
Clark Phillips, Pasadena, Calif.
H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
CORONADO.
Jose Ignacio Lobato, Coyote.
Antonio B. Trujillo, Anaya.
Jose Coca, Valdez.
Juan N. Gallegos, Arroyo.
S. Sanchez, Espanola.
B. T. Bell, Jr., Hereford, Texas.
P. R. Sandoval, City.
E. Balderum, Los Angeles.
Esqnipulo Jiron, Pojoaque.
EUROPEAN.
Grover Dasheno, Lamar, Colo.
George Davidson, El Paso.
William Crane, Del Norte, Colo.
more fortunate trample upon and crush those who have lost their hold for a
moment or have fallen from weakness or age.
No matter if back a little way on the course they had really accomplished
something wortli while or had given the now victorious ones a start, we
cannot stop to help. We have not time.
If they cannot keep up, they must go under.
We have even forgotten Charity, and that is said to be the "greatest
of all."
The case of William Wolf is pitiful, of course, but lie could not keep up,
and the very city which he helped to found has forgotten him.
What he did was the work of long ago. He is old now. The race grew
too swift for him.
Let him go to the poorhouse.
n
ner without the warning which the
law says shall be given, and the ten- -
dency is to come around on the high ,
gear, as well.
Often the first warning given is
'
when the auto comes against a crowd
of people at the corner and simply j
gives right of way, rather than a signal
-- Then ActThink About It!
Wesleyof danger. This matter demands a lit-- ! us.Gloria Patria. . THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPAN Vtie more care and attention on the ....WHAT IS ACCOMPLISHED.
The real results achieved by the progressive party at the last election
have scarcely been fully realized by those who have not studied the situa GENERAL AGENTS, SANTA FE, N. M
part of our auto drivers,' or some day '" ' I.'.'.I? .' . Te Deuni Wiegandlthe corner mentioned is going to bet ,ublHte Boycethe scene of a frightful accident where (.,or; Ti'bi ' ' Boycelife is at stake. jutroit "1 heard the Voice of .JesusSanta Fe has a crood nianv ears, an . ,
tion or summed up the consequences, or figured out the real possibilities of
the political future.
If the movement had been a spasmodic one or was the outgrowth of unusual number perhaps, according to
'
offertory Contralto solo' (Miss Abra-- 'political disappointment of one man or one set of men, or if it were based its population and so our auto drivers, hamsonl non NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.Notice is hereby given that Pabla j
Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico,
who, on March 5, 1909, made Home-- 1
stead Application No. 09058-10481- for
HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THR lffis. co.ot Pittsburg, Pa., writing the most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation SSSUI'pSSSlSf Al"
bility, Plate Glass and A utomoblle insurance.
The Equitable Surety Company of st-- Lou,s' MSMo&T" of Surety
on the carrying out ot a Bingle idea or had an indication or a mushroom
growth, then little could be hoped for from it. but this it not the case.
The results are clearly summed up by Theodore Roosevelt, the great
leader of the movement, as follows:
should take especial precaution. In Recessional "When the Weary
wide avenues and on a long stretch' Seeking Rest" Stainer.'
the danger is greatly lessened, but that THE CHOIR. j
short distance between the Don Gas-- j Sopranoes Mrs. E. F. Coard. Mrs.Without much money, without any organization, against the wealth ofinpr rnrnor nnrt r.innnin io vrii ms r0.0i0 rn luic S 2 SW. 4 and Lot 3, Section 5,Township 13 North, Range 9 East, New ' GENERAL AGENTS HALL & HALL KOOM 21, CAPITAL CITYBANK BliDU.Lola Michelson.
Altos Mrs. GracQ Kirkpatrick, Miss
Edna Abrahamson.
' Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention tn mnke final
the country, against the entire organized political ability of the country, very dangerous place and every possl-again- st
the bitter hostility of 90 per cent of the press of the country, against Ue precaution should be taken to
the furious opposition of every upholder of special privilege, whether in avojd accidents. Just one serious
or business, and with the channels of information to the public large- - jury W0U,j De enough to make any
Jy choked the progressive party has polled between four and four and a half aut0 driver carry regrets the rest of
million votes; has hopelessly beaten oue of the old parties, both in the elec-one,- s
toral college and in the popular vote; has taken second place in the nation TWg an importaut consideration
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTEA. proof, to establish claim to the landabove described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the Cth day of
December, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Tenors Mr. T. A. Haydon, Mr.
S. Kirkpatrick.
Baritone Mr. R. L. Qrmsbee.
Bass Mr. Llewellyn C. Hall.
Organist Miss Elizabeth Brown.
Directress Mrs. E. F. Coard.
for all.UIIU eiuifl IMM ill prtuuu piuvf ill RUlllt? lull ,i iiic iui i Ditiico,
n
Plorencio Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,RICE CHAPEL A. M. E. CHURCHA FINE ASSORTMENT.
During the rebuilding of our church Julian Garcia, Hipolito KoiDat, all orJess Xnshaum has just put out
One big feature of every war is that the privates do the fighting. They
are the ones who are accountable for victory or responsible for defeat.
I'pon their courage, enthusiasm and action, the results of any battle depend.
In the political battle just fought, this fact is observable, that the enthusiasm
in this great progressive movement is with the rank and file. Herein lies
beautiful line of post cards in colors, services are being held in the old St. j Kennedy, New Mexico,
picturing scenes in and about SantaJohl Methodist church. MANUEL R. OTERO,
Fe. They are the prettiest I have Sundav servipps- - 11 n m Wninhin' Register.It is thisjever 8een of Iocai views and are in with Dreachine. I2rl.v Bible school.!the hope and promise of the party. I'pon this its life depends,
that will make it a future force in American politics. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
j the best Xusbaum vein, which is "uuff7:45. Worship with sermon. Subject,;
sedY'
"Behold, the Man." .. 0r
when she j This post card fad, if it may be cal-- 1 Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock theThe outrageous violence done a girl in Ohio, by seven men Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,November 5, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Henry
was seized at night on her way home and covered with a coating of tar, led such, has lingered long in the Aid society meets at the par- -
deserves punishment winch the limit of the law can administer. Even should miratiou of people the world over, and,1 sonage.
R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3,700 feetanove sealevel,
sunshine every day. Ooen air
work throughout itw entire ses-
sion. Conditions for, physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Four-
teen officers and instructors, alt
graduates from standard Ea st- - '
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern In every respect.
Regents :
E. A. CAHOOM, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PuK, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
o For particulars and illustrated cata-
logue, address,
C0L.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Supt
Thursday, Lv-i- 1 -- Per, 01 fetaniey, iew Mexico,8 p. m. The Douglass
w no-
- oa December 9, I90i, made Home--meets. resi-- 1ceum H. B. Perry, pastor,
dence 101 Johnson street. Strangers steaQ elllry -Section 35, Township 12 N., Range 8;are made welcome.
the testimony show that the girl had done wrong that sort of reprimand is should do so. It is a splendid medium
not excusable. The trouble in such cases usually is that the men who at-'o- t advertising and always attracts at-
tempt the punishment can show no cleaner record than the girl whom they j tention.
so disgrace. It is a blot on civilization. j Qur od town uaa bepu yery ,ax ,n0 giving attention to this form of direct- -
President-elec- t Wilson has ' invited suggestions" on the advisability of ing attention this way and it must
calling a special session of congress. It is hardly conceivable that Mr. be admitted that the post card sets
Mrs. A. Grove, 1145 Dalton Ave.,
Wichita, Kas., states: "I suffered
E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make flve-ye- Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, U.
S. Commissioner, at Stanley, New
Mexico, on the 6th day of December,
1912. i
) 1
IH
Wilson knows what he has invited. By next March he will be more chary put out heretofore have been in the i with kidney trouble, with severe pain ;
of his invitations. He will have discovered that it is wholly unnecessary second rate list. across my back and felt miserable
I was glad to see the new line and all tired out, but after taking
brought out and the fact that Jess Foley Kidney Pills for a few days, the
Nusbaum did it is a guarantee that! pain left my back and I felt full of life ;
Claimant names as witnesses:
O. C. Heyer, Julia Downs, Albert
to issue any.
0
It would be interesting to see just how Woodrow Wilson's cabinet slate
looks now, and then to get a peep at it next March after he has "heard from
all the people," as lie declares he is going to. It would seem as if he need
not worry much over it anyway. There are so many who are willing to fix
the slate for him.
the work is well done and the subjects! and activity. Gladly do I recommend Brown, B. F. Cooper, all of Heyer,
MANUEL R.
are well selected. Foley Kidney Pills to all whom have New Mexico
They are. well timed, too. We are j kidney trouble." For sale by all drug-- j
flying to get Santa Fe on the maplgista. j
OTERO,
Register.
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mm l.igiil liotisi'lieopiiig rooms. 131
(Irant avenue.
FOR SAI.lv A good milch cour.
1'hone Hisliop's ranch, W.Pfo) TTf?3 TXMLi iMLLvJS jo)
For the
Modern
Baby
Bunting
Daddy d r.esn't go out
to hunt for rahhit slcin
l!l-:.'- Houscn furnish'-- or
unfurnished. Apply to M. A. (mix,
Court. HoiiM'.
I'Oi: i:i:.M' Rooms Willi al! modern
( ( nvenie!'e.j. for gentlemen only.
Telephone ,. : r,'.
es of dry soil. Try (his method and;
you will find your mclnns and vcjii- -I
tables in excellent condition wIumi
tlie,v are uncovered later i:i the season-
.-Doming Headlight.
QUITE A MIX UP.
What might have been a very tragic
affair Sunday morning turned out. very
happily lor all purlieu cum-erned-
'.Messrs. Pennington and Forbes
panted by II. C. McVaddeu, ('. Kiser;
and M. Christeson, started gaily forth
with deadly weapons to slay whatever
might come across their vision that
looked like game.
They were headed for i'l:t)li:uu
with Ira at the steering wheel and
the car doing her best when an in
;iuisitive dog, thinking to stop them
' in their mad career, jumped in front
of the cur and began to hark, ha,
who is very tender hearted toward '
jail dumb animals, tried to turn aside,
hut the road and also the sides of the
toad, were filled with terrible soap
w eeds and then Ira hit the dog which
threw the front wheels ul the car on
a soap weed, causing the car to turn
bottom side up and scatter its occu-- I
pants around promiscuously. The dog,
who was not in the least hurt, ran off
'
without even stopping to look around
and while McFadden and Chirsteson
SDQEAP3 h to keep the baby warm.lie is less romantic,
but move practical.
He buys a
An Oxford bicycle No. 7 taken 1'rom
hip.il school building esterdny. Re-
turn lo A H, Kellehail.
WANTKl) TO cooking
range not smaller than six hole and
in good condition. Address "(."' this
ollice.
EE3
'PERFECTIONSmokeless Mr FOR KENT Modern house, 5
rooms and bath, with large yard, new
range, line local ion. Geo. M. Kinaell,
Phone v.
$110.00 buyr a bran new combina-
tion runabout and top buggy, rubber
tired, and line set of single harness.
Theo. ('officii.
and all during the cold Fall and Winter
months his house is kept warm and
cozy for his wife and babies.
A Perfection Oil Heater is almost indispens-nb!- e
when there are children in the home. Everyhome has uses for it.
Made with nickel trimminws. plain steel or enameled, turaanise-hlu- edrums. Ornamental. Inexpensive. Lasts for yeare.Easily moved from roam to room. At dealers everywhere.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Danver, Pueblo. Albuquerque,
Chryenno. Butto, BuU. Salt Lake City.
i4 Pare Cream of Tartar Powder
Dr. Wm. Sedgwick Saunders, Medical Officer ofHealth of the City of London, Eng., was good
enough to say that a long and universal experiencehas proved a cream of tartar powder the most effi-
cient, safe and economical, making food which could
not be deleterious to the most delicate stomach.
In England the sale of baking powder
containing alum is absolutely prohibited.
WHEN BUYING BAKING POWDER, READ THE LABEL.
wore picking themselves up and won- -
dcring what in the world had happen-- ;
ed, Jerry, who was rather da;.ed, rush- -
ed madly to the assistance of Kiser
and Pennington, who were pinned un-
der the car. Suddenly one of the
doors opened and Pennington stuck
his head out asking faintly, "Where s
that darn fool, infernal dog?"
The car which was still running a
heat, was stopped and with "all hands
and the cook," placed in an upright po--
sition. The party carefully Inspected;,
FOR SAI.K Oi; I.KASiv -- Ojo Culi- -
ente Hot Spring;; and hotel with
ranch. For particulars, apply An-
thony F, Joseph, Ojo Caliente, Taos
county N. M.
2E
each other and finding nothing more
serious than a little scratch or two HOME MISSION
11,.,,, !.,,! I,, the 01.1. ,,,wl ,,,,,,,.,,.,,1.
WEEK BEGINS
ON MONDAY
ed onward and spent the jolliest day
imaginable. They returned at dark,
tired and pretty well shaken up but
TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sttp-- i
plies, Typewriters sold, exchcangedland rented. Standard makes handled.
jAII repair work and typewriters gmir-jantee-
Santa Fe Typewriter Kx-- j
change, I'hone W.
A OF NTS We want one good live
agent in each city or town to sell won-
derful household necessity. Good in-
come assured, also valuable prem-
iums. Free samples. Previous ex-
perience not necessary. Write at once
for full particulars. Gilanor Company,
Uoswell, N. M.
munity within which the redemptive
work is carried on. It spells social
service as well. It means anything
for the betterment and advance-
ment of the community at large.
In the second place it will show a
united force at work for our entire
country reformation and regenera-
tion. For the united forces of our
NEWS OF THE STATE
thankful it was no worse. Their many Member lth ih to be a greatfriends congratulate then, on their!
good fortune. j week iu the history of the evangelical
The car might have caught fire and 'churches of the United States. It is
burned up, or it might have reduced termed Home Mission week. Twen- -
Pennington and Kiser to a pulp, but mission organizations repre country will be seen advancing in
shipped before cold weather comes.
It is estimated that more than 100
cars will go from Maxwell this fall.
S. R. Garntscn hud a fild ot bets
that went 18 tons to the acre. At
$6.50 per ton, the returns were $117
per acre. ,Mr. Garritson grew beets
in Colorado years ago, and under-
stands the work. Increased returns
come with increased knowledge of
beet culture. It is about the most
profitable crop that can be grown.
Maxwell Mall.
it did none of these things and outside senting some sixteen different denoni- - om, sou, army for this great work,
ot a broken wind-shiel- is as good as nations have entered into an agree-- ! n tnP tlii place this week will
new and Jerry is once more ready to mcnt to observe this week in a lit rt,Veal the problems confronting the - - zfulfill any and all engagements with ting manner in the interests of Home churches the work that is being at-- j TELLS THE WHOLE STORY,
the young ladies. Missions in general. Home Missions tempted and the work that remains: To say that Foley Honey and Tar
His arm is, or was, a little out of in the past have been considered VRt ,0 ,0 Locally the Methodist and Compound is the best for children and
WILL SOON BE RUNNING. i improved and has made enough to
R. C. Garrett, of Santa Fe, connect-- j buy and pay for another 160 acres,
ed with the New Mexico Fire Brick On the first 160 acres is a nice apple
Co., is in Gallup this week. It is un-- 1 orchard which commenced bearing
derstood that work on the plant of this year. Sixty acres were sown to
the company will begin soon. This in-- j wheat and averaged 12 2 bushels to
dustry established here will be no the acre. He has 23 acres of corn
small item in Gallup's prosperity and which will make 30 bushels per acre;
will be a forerunner of others. Gallup also a fine crop of beans and
toes, making enough products to run
him for two years with extra to selL
CRANKING AUTO; ARM BROKEN. ' Estancia News-Heral-
commission but it was reported that
he can steer the car with that one.
Clayton Citizen.
largely in relation to some particular Presbyterian churches will unite in Brown persons and contains no opiates
sect of belief. Each denomination this effort. On account of other at- - tHs only part of the tale. The whole
has been interested in the distinc- - tractions the week's program will be- - s'"0' is that it. is the best medicine
tive work of its own church, the num-- on nn Wednesday evening Novem-- 1 roughs, colds, croup, bronchitis,
FOR CHRISTMAS.
Watermelons and tomatoes can be i i ; ,.u. . . ... ,i. ;l tin nf hor n or, i,inc rr iUa tlixn.,UXORICIDE WITH FALSE TEETH. uer ui uuinciiea ui fcu.iuz.tHi ami un uj v.,n ner aim Will continue uiiuu&ii ,o ... luium,
'buildings erected, the number of ad-'- l ThnnkRcivini: moruine. The services cllGBt a"d lungs. Slops la grippe,
ditions and the advancement along for this coming week will be held on toughs and has a healing and soothing
all lines within its limited circle. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday effect. Remember the name, Foley's
This week's program will show evenings in the Presbyterian church
' Ho,'.v "d Tar Compound, and accept
tad at Christmas time in the Mimbres
valley, says M. L. Ivers, a practical
gardener. Not that they are grown
up to that time, or for weeks before
hand, but they can be preserved un-
til late in the winter season by the
very simple process of 'burying them
several feet underground and digging
Topeka, Kan., Nov. 1G. W. U Beers,
a preacher of Wakarusa, Kan., during
a quarrel with his wife at a hotel here
choked her to death by pushing her
false teeth down her throat.
Frank Townsend, the chauffeur, had
the misfortune to break his arm while
cranking his car last week. The break
was a very bad one just above the el-
bow and will keep Frank out of his
car for some time. He says he has
only been running a car for about ten
years, and apparently can find some
no substitutes. For sale by all drag
SHIPMENT OF HIGH BR EOS.
E. O. Brown, the prominent stock-rais- er
of 18 miles east of here this
week received eight head of double
standard registered polled Hereford
cattle from Illinois. These cattle are
very high bred and are born without
gists.three things at
least: First, that! at 7:45 when addresses will he made
Home Missions stand for evangeliza- - by local laymen. The services on
tion. It means a gospel of salvation Monday, Tuesday and Thursday of
from sin. But it also means the re- - the following week will be held in
formation and elevation of the com- - the Methodist church.
Joseph McCaffrey,' Vice Pres. for
thing new about an automobile even
yet. Silver City Independent.
Ncbr. Greeters of American, Omaha,
states: "I cheerfully recommend Fo- - i
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, Now Me.P
j Oct. 15, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Floren- -
them up as they are needed. In this
way melons, vegetables and fruits
will keep for many weeks wit hoi t
spoiling. The writer has this pro-
cess, and wifl tell you how it is done;
ley's Honey and Tar Compound as a
sure cure for coughs and cols. I have
used it myself and have recommended
it to others who have since told me of
tiglisllili i cio Sanchez, of Kennedy, New MexFirst, pull up the plants hy the roots
and invert the plant, placing the top
on the ground. The whole cover with its great curative power in diseases
horns, and are very few in number
in the United States. Mr. Brown is
the only cattleman in New Mexico
which we know of that has any of
this grade of stock, and with this ad-
ditional eight head he will no doubt
raise the finest grade of cattle in New
Mexico. Mr. Brown is known as one
of the most successful stockmen of
Northeastern New Mexico and is 'to
be congratulated on bringing such
high grade stock into this section of
the state. Ed Keenan of this city ac-
companied the shipment of cattle
old newspapers or old pieces of car- - of the throat and lungs." For sale by i
pet, and over this place several inch-- 1 ail druggists. The Complete Car
N determining what automobile you are going
to buy you will probably demand a car that is
powerful and speedy, dependable and durable,
KNOCKED 'EM SILLY.
It was reported that an emergency
call brought Dr. Van Horn out of his
drug store to the street Wednesday
morning in a rush where he found
four men in a dead faint on the walk
in front of the postoffice. Investiga-
tion developed the fact that they were
all "leading democrats" and had sim-
ultaneously heard "a newspaper item
read to the effect that all second,
third and fourth-clas- s postoffices were
under civil service rules; a little am-
monia revived the stricken men who
were led to their respective homes.
The cruel joke got away. Santa Kosa
Sun.
ISlwTYodk Letter
ico, who, on August 24, 190S, made
Homestead Kntry No. 011S9-1030::- :,
for B SW Lots 5 and 6, Section
fi, Township i;j North, Range 9 Easr,
New Mpx. Prin. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make threo-ye- ar
Proof, to establish claim to tha
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the Cth day
of December, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pablo Sanchez, Xoberto S. Torres,T'ilim Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
Kei..,.-d- New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
here. Springer Stockman.
THEY'RE SHIPPING BEETS.
Although the beet harvest has just New York, Nov. 16. American sur--. by American and British authors, to
started, three thousand dollars worth geons have entered the field of the
of the crop has already been shipped beauty doctors. They have found a
be bought as an "investment" tempt-
ed Mrs. Emma W. Bird, said to be a
handsome and comfortable one that has all the
best features in automobile construction and is
backed by successful and reliable manufacturers.
In short, a car that is in every sense complete.
And you want it at the lowest price consistent
with the efficiency you demand.
We anticipated long ago that that was the kind cf car
most people wanted, and for 20 years we have worked to
build that kind of car. Each year we came nearer that
ideal. And in Model 22 we have succeeded in reaching it.
GOOD WORK.
R. E. Chapman who lives near Man-zan-
came here some Ave years ago,
filed on 160 acres of land, has it well
from this station to the sugar factory way of removing fat. The method is
at Garden City, Kansas. From this piajn. They cut the fat out. The e
on the weekly shipments win eration was demonstrated yesterday
grow heavier as the farmers will to the clinical congress of surgeons
make an effort to get the beets all j Qf North America by Dr. Leroy Brown
and Dr. H. M. Rawle at the woman's
rxi inuvrmsu inrum irtriru-u-Lnjuu-
wealthy widow of Salt Lake City, to j
spend $53,000 for what proved to be
cheaply prepared volumes, according
to Mrs. Bird's complaint in a suit
she began in the United States dis- - j
trict court here today for recovery
of the amount mentioned. j
A line of men and women stretch- -
2 ISi 5
BUY YOUR
hospital.
It was not called "reduction of fat"
in the meeting. Instead they called it
"leptocomy for redundant abdominal"
fat."
More than fifty surgeons, most of
them women, saw the operation. It
is very simple. All you have to do is
get a knife and cut a crescent shaped
piece of fat from the abdomen. It
could be done at home were it not
for the probability of the patient
bleeding to death.
ed for more than a block from the
Charities department's office. It. was
made up of blind people for the city's
annual dole of the sightless. As each
blind person in the line reached An-
gus Thorne, the superintendent of
the bureau, he received $49. There
were 548 persons to whom this mon-
ey was given yesterday and it took
nearly three hours to pay all those
in line.
The lartrest American contribution IN THE BERRY
There nre 47
years of prac-
tical experi-
ence behind
Su n - KittCanned
Fruits. They
are depend-
able fruits to
bay.
Sun K 1stCannedFruits are so
carefully pre-
pared, theydiffer from
fruits most
people know.is The NewestAner uie lai is cm away me wouiiu tlu8 far receivpci tor the Hed Crossis sewed together and when the fund to aid the wolllldea in the dis healed the patient has re-jki- Ru88ellwar , from Mrs Sagegtined her stately shape. All physi- - and amounts to $5,000. Two othercians who perform this operation NW York hnve triven S1.D00 each. Model 22Electric Starting and Electric Lighting And Have It Groundto Your Individ-
ual Taste
ON OUR NEW
ELECTRIC MILL!
Our Coffees are the Best.
guarantee the fat will never return.
While the inventor of the operation
undoubtedly had women only in mind
when he conceived the plan, it will
be a great boon to bankers,
and bartenders.
A parish house' of a Presbyterian
church with a dance hall and a. mov-
ing picture show may be built in New
It takes a good deal to startle a
New York hotel clerk. But it can be
done. A man from Pittsburg did it,
not long ago.
He walked up to the desk of a tav-
ern on Broadway, registered, asked
for a room usriti liath, arid then spoke
as follows:
"1 will be in my room only a few
ark. The officers and members of minutes, then I am coming down- -
callers ijj Our Methods of Handling;the First Presbyterian church will be j stairs again. I expect two
asked their upiiiiouis oil the utsd of j within the next half hour Lillian Them the Best. Our Hriees
the Best.
is everything that you will demand of an automobile.
It is the complete car. Its completeness is expressed
in its powerful, durable, dependable, easy running,
silent, simple, and accessible working parts its sturdy-fram-
its graceful lines its roominess the luxury of
its upholstery, the deepest used in American cars and
in its electric starting and electric lighting system of
utmost simplicity and 100 efficiency. And throughout
there is that qt:ality of materials and workmanship that
has slways made the Ilayncs so popular.
In building this complete car we have constantly had in mind absolutely
full efficiency at the very minimum of cost. Cheaper c;:rs cannot give
you all you demand; higher-price- cars cannot offer you better conven-
iences, comfort, quality or service than the Haynes.
' Detail cf Specifications:
Ilnynes motor, 4 5x51 in., 40 h. p., wheel base 120 in., finehair upholstery. 12 in. deep; tires, 36xi;2 in.,ahRolutely lOO'c effi-
cient electric. startinf equipment of utmost simplicity; Eiscmann
dual mafineto, Stromberg carburetor. Warner automctcr, demount-
able rims, top, windshield, electric siMnal horn, electric cowl lamp,
standard bumper, etc., etc. Tourina car models, S522SO; Roadster$2250; Coupe S2750; Limousine S3 100; Berlin $3500; i. o. b.
factory.
The Haynes must serve as the basis of your comparisons in making
vour choice. Come in and see it, or telephone us and we will brine it
such a building to be used as a social
center. The, Rev. Dr. William J. Daw-
son, the pastor, has advocated the
idea. He said that if girls must in- -
Russell and Dr. Munyon. Theodore
Roosevelt will probably call me on
the telephone from Oyster Bay.
Please see that I am paged and found
when I am wanted."
Wasn't that enough to jolt any- -
j dulge in dancing opportunity should
be given them to dance under proper
i environment. He. also said that if body?
moving pictures appealed to people It all happened too. Lillian Rus- -
Fresh Shipment of
HEINZ SALER KRAUT.
CHOW-CHO- IN BILK,
& MINCE MEAT JUST IN
Sun-Ki-st Canned Fruits
Taste Good Are Good
In buying canned fruits, quality is a first consideration.
In order to be good and to taste goodf the fruit itself must
be the very best. Sun-Ki- st Fruits are the very finest
grown in sunny California. They are packed fresh from
the orchards, in the districts where each variety is grown to
best advantage.
Sun-Ki- st Canned Fruits retain the full orchard flavor.
That's what makes them so delicious. And they are
absolutely pure.
Sun-Ki-st Canned Fruits are the kind that particular people
want but seldom get.
This Star's pack will oon be ready for delicsry
Ask, Sour grocer to supply you
DISTRIBUTED
H. B. Cart wright & Bro., Santa Fe, N.M .
they should be given moving picture sell sailed in, resplendent in a new
shows of a character calculated to fall rig, the apostle of hope marched
elevate, and if men require bowling up to the desk not far in her wake,
and other games the facilities for en-- 1 and soon there came the call from
joying them should be given with re--1 Oyster Bay.
fined surroundings. The guest was Alexander P. Moore,
By a singular chance a barber's Pittsburg editor, who married Miss
helper had dragged a couch from the Russell, and who numbers the doctor
to you. We enjoy demonstrating the superlative qualities of this
latest Haynes.
(Dealer's Name, Addrecs ar.d Phone) CANDIES
THE MODERN GROCERYCO.
HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, KOKOMO, INDIANA
shop to the sidewalk last night just and the colonel among his friends,
before Thomas Nevil, a guard, fell If somebody were to come in
a Ninth avenue elevated train morrow and tell that particular clerk
as It turned a curve, and Nevil's life j that the king of Sweden, Eva Tan-wa- s
saved. The helper had just fin- - guay and Admiral Dewey would be
ished brushing the couch when Nevil j along soon, for a little game of d
on it His drop broke a leg j ochle, the clerk would merely ask
of the couch, but he himself was in- - the guest whether he would like one
jured only slightly. J of the bellboys to fetch up a deck of
"De Luxe" editions of "rare" books cards.
I
PAUL DORAN, AGENT,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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Subscribe for the Santa Ke New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild'
ing of our new State.
Two more affirmative votes are re-- .
quired to afford a three-fourth- s vote
j prescribed by the constitution, to se-- j
cure the adoption of the amendment,
with ten states yet to be heard from.
j sugar cane fields and finally the coffee
plantations. The Costa Ricans im-- ;
pressed me as truly Spanish In appear
ance and manners; it was charming to
see them step aside to let a lady pass
on the narrow streets. I did not meet
many Americans, but those. I did see
seemed happy and prosperous."
ingenuity and activity.
"I visited Costa Rica and found it
most interesting to study the orops as
one advances to the interior of Ae
country. Near the seashore we found
cocoanut; further up were bananas
and the pineapples. As we continued
our trip we encountered the great
meats, hay and grain, clothing, leath-
er, etc. A list of the supplies wanted,
conditions and blank proposals will be
furnished upon application to the Su-
perintendent.
By order of the Board of Peniten-
tiary Commissioners.
JOHN B. McMANUS,
Superintendent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
SOCIETY.
(Continued from page five.)
when Mr. G. l'ercival Garratt, a well
known organist from Los Angeles, will
give a recital upon the Immense pipe
organ he has just installed in the audi-
torium. The public is invited to attend
thifi recital and the house will un-
doubtedly be crowded to the utmost
seating capacity, which Is about six
hundred. v ':
At eight o'clock ,'iri the- evening
mation about his car:
Age 60 days. Weight 1400 pounds.
Color blue-blac- Previous ancestry
none. Intelligence fair. Capacity
five gallcrs per 160 miles. Disposi-
tion sometimes unruly. Associates
good. Any wheels four. Remarks
kind and gentle when well handled.
It is almost unnecessary to add, that
ihe district judge will receive his
license, as the cecretary of state has
rason to believe that the, applicant
has been quite frank iu replying to
questions.
WILD TURKEY. '
The season for wild turkey is now
on, or rather, has been since Novem- -
Vaf
H FLOWERS "THAI
FROM THE GREEN HOUSESi
Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for jou, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY SUP-
PLIES.
Bids for furnishing six months' sup-
plies for the state penitentiary will be
received until 9 o'clock a. in., Novem-
ber 20, 1912.
Supplies consists of groceries.
no.
Sweetest of Sweet Violets, 15 cts. per bunch; $1.50 per doz.
bunches. Hot House Roses, $1.00 to $2.00 per doz., according to
length of steam. Hot House Carnations, 75 cts per doz.; $5.50 per
100.
.
FIELD GROWN CARNATIONS, 25 cts per doz.; $1.50 per 100.
Alphonso C. Stewart, sovereign grand
Inspector geiieral of Missouri, will de
liver the dedicatory address. Again
the public is invited to be present. Mr.
' Stewart is known as a very magnetic
speaker and the address will be well
j worth while.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
will be given over to the reunion and
conferring degrees upon the large
class assembled here for that purpose,
The local lodge expects some two hun-- I
dred 'visiting Masons to be their
guests.
Tuesday night will be the gala night
socially. There will be an informal
reception at eight o'clock, after which
dancing and cards will be the order of
I
m
n
m
. .Subscribe for the Santa F. New
.Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild-
ing of our new State.
THE HOME
Of Quality Groceries
THANKSGIVING
The Most Important
DAY OF THE YEAR
From a
CULINARY POINTS VIEW
Phone 4.
r
Modern Grocery Company.
JR. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Wo have Fifty Miles of Smilax, think of it, Fifty Miles! Nine
Foot Strings, 15 cts each; 100 feet for $1.50. Beautiful Long Sprays
of Asparagus Fern, $1.00 per 100. Beuatiful Long Sprays of
Sprengerl, $1.00 per 100.
the evening. The iMasons have lefttay frolll nis ranch near Tesuque.
mThanksgiving Turkeys We A?.E?TO- -
ORDKR AHEAD AND GET A OOOD ONE ARMACOST florist, Ocean Park, Calif.
F. ANDREWSPhone 4.
JURY COUcJD NOT AGREE.
j St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 10. The jury in
the case of E. G.' Lewis, charged with
uping the mails (to defraud, reported
to It; S. Judge Willard today that it
was unable to agree on all counts In
the indictment. Judge Wlllard sent
I he jury out again with the statement
that if no verdict was returned y
the jurors would be held until
'
Monday.
personals!
TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 j.
Business office, 31 W.
E. C. Crampton is here from Haton.
Attorney H. L. Ortiz has gone to Rio
Arriba on court business.
Hon. Antonio Trnjillo,: of Taos, is a
Santa Fe visitor today.
Reginald CI. Cobliett came in yester- -
Attorney .1. H. Crist left for Rio Ar
riba county to attend court.
Judge and Mrs. M. C. Mechein ar-
rived here yesterday from Socorro.
Attorney Francis C. Wilson has
gone to Tierra Aiiiarilla on court busi-
ness.
Attorney IC. P. Ha vies is in Tierra
Amarilla to attend court which opens
Monday.
Attorney A. B. Renehan has gone'
lo Tierra Amarilla for the term of;
court there.
Mrs. G. F. McNitt, court stenograph- -
(.,. nas gone to Tierra Amarilla to take;
testimony during the term of court
there. j
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Cogbegan, tour-- ;
jg(g from Dublin, spent yesterday af--:
ternoon here. They registered at the
Palace.
Mrs. L. Riddle, of Colorado Springs,;
mother of George Riddle, is spending
several weeks in the city and is de-- j
lig'hted to see the many improvements:
being made in Santa Ke.
Judge M. C. .Mechein has gone to
Tierra Amarilla to sit in cases in;
which Judge Abbott is disqualified, on,
account of the trial of certain cases
in which he acted previously as dis- -
trict attorney.. s ,
Geueral P. ' Robinson, superin-J- -
tende'ir'of irrigation for the Pueblo In-- !lioKu' wna l.ora tnAxv nn Ilia wav to
San Ildefonso where he is installing a f :
Pumping plant so that the Indians may--
irrigate ineir sin' acres, ui siuuuu.
when the Pojoaque stream goes dry.
OFFICIAL NEWS.j
Who is the jurist-autois- t with a keem
sense of humor who has applied to!
the secretary of state for a license
for his new choo-cho- o car? Assistant
Secretary of State Kanen answers
not, but smiles at the judges apptica
tion which gives; the following infor- -
i JUST RECEIVED Beautiful Blooming Plants and Ferns, t
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Olio Hlook Hast Old Son Miguel Church.
ber 1. It closes January. 1 Umit,
four in possession at one time. ' The
deer and grouse season ended yester
day. Deputy Game Warden Page
Otero has gone to Glorieta to,' meet a
shipment of fish fry to stock.' the
streams.
BACK FROM CANAL ZONE. ,"'
"The Panama canal is an engineer-
ing feat of which every American may
well feel proud," said Road Engineer
John D. Meriwether at the capitol yes-
terday. Mr. Meriwether is -- just back
from a trip to the canal and 'Central
American ports. "It is estimated that
Ofi per cent of the work on the locks is
done and that 85 per cent of the other
work is completed," he continued.
"The canal will surely be ready by.
1914, although ships may be able to
pass through it even before then.
"What strikes one is the splendid
sanitary condition and the absence of
graft. Despite the warm Weather every
workman is active and the Whole pro-
ject has the stamp of American skill,
L6
"ft HIUKESTER S PILLS
. 'Mil-- I.I.V1iW HUAIM).
C H hny, cr.l.l 11), - tMI,l. Y
,'c Take no other. Buy of your
' fif lriWiXM! tilA.uN niiAM 1'ii.i.s, r,., itri
years known as Peyt,SftleKt. Always Kcliai.le
i.w r, rv iOiir.r,t;j(; f VFPVM'MFSr
rr--
s e &,
"Ad."
To-da- y
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THE WHITE HOUSE
i ism r ' I
r.
v. unter yriiiMB
THE
&d? JEWELER
HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD- E
J Flower Stand with the
4 Phone 12.
!So .SIPI Tr&i
u w?r W' tartar
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable! !f
iTVL
92
i
TO THE DINNER TABLE DIRECT. i
?
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M
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Is Where
The most perfect draft ever
discovered is the patent Hot
Blast Down Draft of the Wilson
Heater. The only draft that
secures perfect combustion and
prevents waste.
This draft is found only in the
HOT BLAST
Meatier
The air enters at the top, drives
the combustible gases into the
fire where they are bi rned
prevents the escape of neat up
the chimney doubles the heat-
ing power of the fuel.
In other words, only half the g
amount of fuel used in ordinaryheateri ii necessary. The Wilsonis t, making perfect com-busti-
possible and a fire can 'be held 36 hours.
We sell Wilson Hot Blast Heat-
ers for either wood or coal.
Pillows
IK
no stone unturned in the royal recep
tion given their guests. That night
the beautiful cathedral with all its lux- -
urious furnishings, will be turned over
for everyone's enjoyment. The hall is
elaborately decorated and will form a
rich background for the gay scenes
ensuing. Beautiful women in their
softly draped ball gowns and courteous
Masons will make the historic Court of
the 1. ions of the Alhambra come to life
again in this picturesque replica in j
New Spain. It may be the court of the
society lions this time, however.
On account of the large number of
visiting Masons who will be here, the
local lodge has found it impossible to
extend the invitation for the ball to ;
the public. The cards that have been
issued to the chosen few this week
were eagerly accepted and those who'
are so fortunate as to be bidden to the1
ball are looking forward to Tuesday
night with delighted anticipation.
INCOME TAX NEAR SUCCESS.
Washington, D. C, Nov. )C Just a
year late, the state department today
received the required legal notice ofi
the approval by Ohio of the proposed
constitutional income tax amendment.
',
FROM THIS DATE ON !
My Line Of Made HatS
Will Be Sold at a Big
Discount.
Ostrich Plumes in delicate shades
at cost. Black Plumes at a
large discount.
MISSA.MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaA
To) n
iS)J
WATCHES
AND
CLOCKS
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply CoHAVE VOIR WATCH CLEANEDOCCASIONALLY.
Is The TIME i a i i And Here Is the Place
I to Buy It!
NOW
TO BUY
WHO ARE KEEN JUDGES OF BEDDING VALUES will note
in these offerings exceptional chances to save money on neededEWHES1 I
a
Comfortables, Blankets, Bed Spreads, Sheets, Pillow Cases and
RUN YOUR EYE OVER THESE ITEMS, THEN MAKE UP YOUR MIND TO INVESTIGATE THESE OFFRINGS RIGHT AWAY
$1.25, $1.50, $2.50 to $5.50
SHEETS$ .75, $ .90 to $1.25
PILLOW CASES
$ .15, $ .25 and $ .3,5
PILLOWS
$1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 to $5.00
$ .75, $1.00, $1.50 and $1.75$ .85, $1.50, $2.50 to $6.00
Ail nr AIID DCnniir LIKE ALL OTHER GOODS SOLD HERE MUST BE PRECISELY RIGHT. WE LOOK TO THE IN-AL- LUr UUK DCUllnU side as Wei! as the Outside and offer Only Such Goods as can be Depended Upon to Retain Your Good Will
SALMON'S The Home of Hart Sdiaffner & Marx Clothing SALMON'S
I 1 I
.vn
